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A bstract
—We study the robustness of //°° controllers, originally designed for nominal 
linear or nonlinear systems, to unknown static nonlinear perturbations in the 
state dynamics, the measurement equation, and the performance index. When 
the nominal system is linear, we consider both perfect state measurements and 
general imperfect state measurements, and in the case of nominally nonlinear 
systems, we consider perfect state measurements only. Using a differential game 
theoretic approach, we show for the former class that as the perturbation param­
eter (say, e > 0) approaches zero, the optimal disturbance attenuation level for 
the overall system converges to the optimal disturbance attenuation level for the 
nominal system if the nonlinear structural uncertainties satisfy certain prescribed 
growth conditions. We also show that the //^-optimal controller designed based 
on a chosen performance level for the nominal linear system achieves the same 
performance level when the parameter e is smaller than a computable threshold, 
except for the finite-horizon imperfect state measurements case. For that case, 
we show that the design of the nominal controller must be based on a decreased 
confidence level of the initial data, and a controller thus designed again achieves a 
desired performance level in the face of nonlinear perturbations satisfying a com­
putable norm bound. In the case of nominally nonlinear systems, and assuming 
that the nominal system is solvable, we obtain sufficient conditions such that the 
nominal controller achieves a desired performance in the face of perturbations 
satisfying computable norm bounds. In this way, we provide a characterization 
of the class of uncertainties that are tolerable for a controller designed based on 
the nominal system. The paper also presents two numerical examples; in one of 
these the nominal system is linear, and in the other one it is nonlinear.
K ey W ords. Minimax controllers, robustness, nonlinear systems, H°° control, 
differential games.
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A bstract
We study the robustness of Ii°° controllers, originally designed for nominal 
linear or nonlinear systems, to unknown static nonlinear perturbations in the 
state dynamics, the measurement equation, and the performance index. When 
the nominal system is linear, we consider both perfect state measurements and 
general imperfect state measurements, and in the case of nominally nonlinear 
systems, we consider perfect state measurements only. Using a differential game 
theoretic approach, we show for the former class that as the perturbation param­
eter (say, € > 0) approaches zero, the optimal disturbance attenuation level for 
the overall system converges to the optimal disturbance attenuation level for the 
nominal system if the nonlinear structural uncertainties satisfy certain prescribed 
growth conditions. We also show that the //°°-optimal controller designed based 
on a chosen performance level for the nominal linear system achieves the same 
performance level when the parameter e is smaller than a computable threshold, 
except for the finite-horizon imperfect state measurements case. For that case, 
we show that the design of the nominal controller must be based on a decreased 
confidence level of the initial data, and a controller thus designed again achieves a 
desired performance level in the face of nonlinear perturbations satisfying a com­
putable norm bound. In the case of nominally nonlinear systems, and assuming 
that the nominal system is solvable, we obtain sufficient conditions such that the 
nominal controller achieves a desired performance in the face of perturbations 
satisfying computable norm bounds. In this way, we provide a characterization 
of the class of uncertainties that are tolerable for a controller designed based on 
the nominal system. The paper also presents two numerical examples; in one of 
these the nominal system is linear, and in the other one it is nonlinear.
K ey W ords. Minimax controllers, robustness, nonlinear systems, H°° control, 
differential games.
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1 Introduction
After the completion of <t satisfactory theory for linear //^-optim al control, using either 
frequency-domain or state-space methods, attention has been focused more recently on more 
general classes of problems, where the objective is either to develop a counterpart of the 
linear theory for nonlinear systems (see, e. g . , [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]) or to study 
performance robustness of the linear theory to structural perturbations ([10], [11], [12], [13], 
[14], [15]) In these extensions the state-space framework, and especially the dynamic game 
theoretic approach ([16]) has been adopted, as it provides the most natural setting for a 
study of these problems.
In the present paper, our objective is to advance the current theory on both fronts, (i. e . , 
contribute to nonlinear control as well as to performance robustness) by performing a careful 
analysis of a special class of nonlinear control problems, in terms of a small (regular per­
turbation) parameter, say (. More specifically, we first consider a class of nonlinear systems 
which are (nonlinearly) perturbed versions of linear systems, where the small nonlinear per­
turbations are present in the system dynamics, measurement equation, and the performance 
index. The perturbation terms are linear in the control and disturbance, and generally non­
linear in the state, and satisfy some growth conditions. For this class our prime objective is 
to study the performance robustness of an Ii°° controller designed for the nominal system 
— which we do in both finite and infinite horizons, and for both perfect and imperfect state 
measurements. One of the objectives is to show that to a given central H°° controller there 
corresponds a computable norm bound on the perturbations, so that for all perturbations 
satisfying that bound the attained performance level of the nominal systems is attained 
also for the perturbed system. Another objective is to show the continuity of the optimal 
performance level for the perturbed systems when the perturbations asymptotically vanish. 
Following this, we take the nominal system to be nonlinear, but solvable in state feedback, in 
the sense that the underlying minimax control problem admits a well-defined Isaacs equation 
from which the “ //^-optim al” controller can be constructed. For this class, we again study 
performance robustness, under the same type of nonlinear perturbations as above.
The results obtained are quite comprehensive and “positive” . In the case of nominal linear 
systems with perfect state measurements, we show that the optimal performance level for the 
perturbed system converges to the optimal performance level for the nominal linear system as 
the perturbations asymptotically vanish. Furthermore, the /7°°-optimal controller designed 
for the nominal linear system achieves the desired performance level for the nonlinear system, 
when the nonlinearities are “relatively small” . In the case of nominal linear systems with 
imperfect state measurements, we again show that the optimal performance level for the 
perturbed system converges to the optimal performance level of the nominal linear system, 
as perturbations vanish. In this case, and when the horizon is finite, the controller designed 
for a certain achievable performance level for the linear system is not guaranteed to yield 
the same performance level for the nonlinear system oven if the perturbations are small. We 
show, however, that an appropriate design still exists, which requires a modification on the 
nominal control law. For the infinite-horizon case, such a discrepancy does not exist, and
the controller designed for the nominal system is robust with respect to small perturbations. 
When the nominal system is nonlinear, we obtain a set of sufficient conditions for the H°°- 
optimal controller designed for the nominal system to be robust, and identify the class of 
nonlinear perturbations that can be tolerated by such a controller.
The balance of the present paper is organized as follows. In the next section (Section 2) 
we formulate the i/°°-optimal control problem for nominally linear systems subject to small 
nonlinear static perturbations. In Section 3, we solve the problem formulated in Section 2 
under perfect state measurements. The same problem under imperfect state measurements 
is solved in Section 4, which is followed by the treatment of the nominally nonlinear problem 
in Section 5. We include two illustrative examples in Section 6, and the paper ends with the 
concluding remarks of Section 7, and three Appendices, the first of which lists and proves 
some useful robustness results on generalized algebraic and differential Riccati equations, 
and the other two present some auxiliary results used in the main body of the paper.
2 Problem Formulation
The nonlinearly perturbed linear system under consideration is described by
f x =  A(t)x + B{t)u + D{t)xv + e(a(t,x) +  b{t,x)u +  d(t,x)w) n
\ y =  C(t)x  +  E(t)w + e(c(t,x) +  n{t.,x)u 4- e(t,x)w)
where x is the n-dimensiona! state vector; xj is the measured output; u is the control input, 
and w is the disturbance, each belonging to appropriate (£ 2) Hilbert spaces 7-fx, 7i y, 'Hu 
and 7-fu,, respectively, defined on the time interval [to,tj]. The nonlinear perturbation terms, 
a, 6, d, c, n, and e are functions of both t arid x , satisfying some growth conditions to be 
specified shortly; e is a small scalar quantity, and the initial state for the system is xq.
In the perfect state measurement case, the initial state is taken to be zero, and the control 
input is generated by a closed-loop policy fi according to
u{t) =  ii(t,x[to,t]) (2.2)
where /z : [t0, t/] x7dx —> /HU is piecewise continuous in t and Lipschitz continuous in x , further 
satisfying the given causality condition. Let us denote the class of all these controllers by 
M .  With this system, we associate the finite-horizon performance index:1
L(u, w\ e) = f ' (\x[t)\Q(l) + \u{t)\2 + e[q(t,x{t)) + u(t)'r{t,x{t))u(t))') dt
J to
+ M i /) lo ; ; (2.3)
where q and r are nonquadratic perturbation terms, which satisfy some growth conditions to 
be specified shortly. When the control (2.2) is substituted into L, let us denote the resulting 
function (on M  x H w) by Jf(/z, ie). For each c, by direct analogy with the linear problem, 
the “ //°°-optimal control problem1' is the minimization of the quantity
'Here, |x |q :=  x ' Q x ,  a convention that applies throughout.
4
(2.4)sup {[J<(/i,t«)]1/2/|H|}
iuZHiu
over all permissible controllers /i, and in the case a minimum does not exist, the derivation 
of a controller /i that will ensure a performance in a given neighborhood of the infimum of 
(2.4). Let us denote this infimum by 7*(e), i.e.
inf sup {[Jt{fi,w)}1/2/\\w\\} =  7*(e) (2-5)
m€A< wenw
where we explicitly show the dependence of 7* on the perturbation parameter e.
It has been shown in [16] that the above robust control problem is closely related to a 
class of zero-sum differential games with game kernel:
L^(u,w\t) =  L(u, w; e) — 72||u>||2 (2.6)
In the imperfect state measurement case, the initial state is considered to be unknown 
and is taken as a part of the disturbance. In this case, the control input u is generated by a 
control policy /x/, according to
u(t) =  y[t0,t]) (2.7)
where /*/ : [to,tj] x 7iy —> 7i n is piecewise continuous in t and Lipschitz continuous in y, 
further satisfying the given causality condition. Let us denote the class of all such controllers 
by Aii. With this system, we associate the performance index L(u,iv,x0; e), defined exactly 
as in (2.3). Let Jc(f.ii,w,x0) be the counterpart of Jc(ft, w) in this case. For each fixed e, the 
“//^-optim al control problem” is again the minimization of the quantity
sup {[J€(/i/,ie ,x 0)]1/7[||H|2 +  M q0]1/2}
wç.'Hw t xççyix
(2.8)
over all permissible controllers /¿/, or if a minimum does not exist, the derivation of a 
controller /x/ that will ensure a performance in a given neighborhood of the infimum of (2.8). 
Let us denote this infimum by 7*(r), i :e . ,
inf sup
ro€'W.t {[./,(/!,, «\.i-„)]l/7[|M f2 + M o , , ! '72) :=  7 /(0 -
(2.9)
The associated zero-sum differential game problem admits the cost function:
Lh (u ,w ,x0;e) =  L(u, w, ,i-0; e) -  72(I^o|q0 + IM|2) (2*10)
We now impose the following conditions on the parameters of the problem:
Assumption 1 The matrices /l(£), B(t), D(t), C(t), E(t) and Q(t) are piecewise continuous 
in t on [to, t/], and Q{t) >  0, Qo > 0, Qj > 0 , =  0 and N(t) := E(t)E(t)' > 0.
Assum ption 2 The nonlinear matrix-valued functions, of proper dimensions, a(t, x), b(t, x), 
d(t,.r), c(/, j ), n(/,.r), (-(/,;/•), </(/,. r) and r(/,. r) are piecewise continuous in t and locally 
Lipschitz continuous in x , and further satisfy the following growth conditions: There 
exist positive constants A/tt, Ah, Aid, Alc, A/n, A/e, Mq and A7r, such that
5
\a(t,x)\ < Ma\x\, \b(t,x)\<Mb, \d{t,x)\< M d,
\c(t,x)\ <  Mc\x\, \n(t,x)\<Mn, \e{t,x)\<M e, V t e [ t 0,tf], x e 1 Z n 
\q(t,x)\ < Mq\x\\ |r(/,;r)| < A/r.
where | • | denotes the Euclidean norm on vectors or its induced norm on matrices, the 
matrix r(t ,x )  is symmetric, and q(t,x) > 0 . o
For the infinite-horizon case (i. e . , as tj —► oo and ¿0 =  0 in the perfect state measurement 
case, and ¿0 —* —00 in the imperfect state measurement case, as well as when tf =  00 
and ¿0 =  0 in the perfect state measurement case, and ¿0 =  — 00 in the imperfect state 
measurement case), we take A , B , D, C, E , Q to be time-invariant, Qj =  0 and Qo =  0, 
and require that x(t) —> 0 as t —+ —00 and t —» 00. We furthermore impose the following 
standard conditions on the nominal linear system:
Assumption 3a The matrix pair (/1, B) is controllable, and the pair (A ,Q ) is observable.
Assumption 3b The matrix pair (/t, D) is controllable, and the pair (A ,C ) is observable.
o
One of our objectives in this paper is to study (for both the perfect and imperfect state 
measurement cases) the dependence of the optimal performance level on the perturbation 
parameter e, as t —* 0, and design controllers, independent of e, that attain desired per­
formance levels for the perturbed system for for all values of c not exceeding a computable 
bound.
We now first study, in the next section, the perfect state measurement case, in both finite 
and infinite horizons.
3 Perfect State Measurements
The finite-horizon case
The //°°-optimal control problem formulated in the previous section is solvable for the nom­
inal linear system, for a fixed 7 > 0, if the GRDE on the time interval [to,tf]:
Z +  A'Z +  ZA -  Z(BB' -  - tJ )D ')Z  +  Q =  0 Z (t,)  =  Q ,  (3.1)
7
admits a nonnegative definite solution Z7(f), which implies that 7 > 7*(0). For 7 < 7*(0), 
on the other hand, the GRDE (3.1) has at least one conjugate point in the interval [to, tf] and 
the value of the soft-constrained zero-sum differential game is infinite for the nominal linear 
system. Fix a 7 > 7*(0); then, an //°° controller for the nominal linear system, guaranteeing 
this level of performance, is:
/*;(<.*) =  -«(()% (')•<• (3.2)
6
To study the robustness of this controller with respect to small nonlinear perturbations, 
we substitute the controller /1* into the system dynamics (2.1), as well as the game kernel 
(2.6), and arrive at the following maximization problem (with respect to w 6 'Hw), where 
we suppress the dependence of Z on 7:
x =  (A -  BB'Z)x +  Dw +  e(a -  bB'Zx +  dw) (3.3)
£7 =  Qj !  (\x \q+zbb'Z +  e(<7(Cx ) +  x'ZBr(t, x)B  Zx) — 72|tc|2) dt (3.4)
■'to
Consider the following related partial differential inequality:
V, , +  V^X{(A -  BB ‘Z)x + e(a -  bB'Zx)) +  -¿r|(Z>' +  ed')K*|2 +  x'Qx +  x'ZBB'Zx47^
+t(q + x 'Z B rB 'Z x )  <  0; V^(tj,x’, e) =  x'QjX, (3.5)
If V^(f,x;e) is a solution to (3.5), then, by the standard “completion of squares” argument 
[17], Vy(t, x\ e) constitutes an upper bound for the value function of the maximization problem 
(3.3)-(3.4), and hence the controller given by (3.2) attains the performance level 7 for the 
perturbed system.
Extending this bounding technique further, we now consider a related partial differential 
inequality for the perturbed system without substituting the controller fj.*:
W , , +  Wy,(A x  +  «>) -  1|(/ +  tr ) - ' (B ' +  tb')W^\]+„  +  (£»' +  td')W^ \ 2
+x'Qx + eq >  0; W ^ (tj ,x )= x 'Q fX ,  (3.6)
If there exists a solution W^(t,x,e) to (3.6), then, again by the “completion of squares” 
argument, Wy(t,x ,e )  this time constitutes a lower bound for the value function of the zero- 
sum differential game defined by (2.1) and (2.6), for sufficiently small e such that 7 + er > 0. 
As an illustration of the “completion of squares" method, we will carry out the following 
algebraic manipulations:
=  L-,(u ,w ;e)+ f  iw ~ , dt -  W~,(tf,x(tf );e) +  VKy(<0, 0; e)
Jt0 dt
=  W7(io,0 ;e )+  [  1 (\x \2q +  |u|2 + e(q{t,x) +  u'r{t,x)u) -  72|u;|2 +
Jto
+ Wyx(A{t)x  +  B[t)u 4- D(t)w + e{a(t, x) -f b(t, x)u -f d(t, x)w))) dt 
>  ^ ( ¿ 0 ,0 ;c) +  f  (|m + - ( /  + tr)~x(B' + c6/)VKjx|/+tr
J to L
- 7 2|w -  ~ ( D ’ + (d’ )W^\2)dl
from which it follows that
inf sup L7 > sup inf L7 > l l 7(^o,0; e).
w£Hw w£Hw **€Ai
1
This argument holds even if the initial time ¿0 is replaced by any t £ [to,tf] and the intial 
state xq =  0 is replaced by some arbitrary x £ IZn. Hence, W^(t,x,e) is a lower bound for 
the value function of the zero-sum differential game.
Now, we can prove the following theorem, which states in precise terms the relationship 
between the achievable performances for the nominal and perturbed systems.
Theorem 1 Consider the H°°-optimal control problem formulated in (2.1)-(2.5), under As­
sumptions 1 and 2. Then, we have the following:
1. limsup£_ 07*(e) < 7*(0).
2. V7 > 7*(0), 3e-y > 0 such that the control policy p*, defined in (3.2), achieves the 
performance level 7 for the perturbed system, V|e| < Hence, 7 > 7*(e), V|e| < e7.
3. If, in addition, Qj > 0, then, V7 < 7*(0), 3e'^  > 0 such that V|e| < e'y, no control policy 
achieves the performance level 7 for the perturbed system; hence lirrif—o 7*(e) =  7*(0).
Proof It is well-known ([16], Chapter 4, Section 2) that 7*(0) < 00.
To prove part 2), we fix a. 7 > 7*(0), and seek a solution to the inequality (3.5) in the 
form x'K(t)x. Note that we are seeking a solution that is independent of t.
By standard (continuity) results on ordinary differential equations, for some 8 > 0, there 
exists a solution Zs(t) to the following GRDE on the interval [to,tf\:
Zs +  ( A ' -  ZBB’)ZS + ZS(A -  BB'Z) +  —nZsDD'Zs + Q + ZBB'Z 0
V
z s(tj) = Qf. (3.7)
Since GRDE (3.1) admits a nonnegative definite solution Z(t), and this solution satisfies 
(3.7) for 6 =  0, then the matrix Z$(t) is nonnegative definite for each t £ [¿o,¿/]; facC
Zs(t) >  Z(t).
Substitute V^(t,x;e) =  x'Z$[t)x into LHS of (3.5), to obtain:
LHS = —8x'x +  e(2x'Zs(a — bB'Zx) -f -^-x'ZsDd'Z$x +  t\x'Zsdd'Zsx
7 1
+q +  x'ZBrB'Zx)  < 0  V (/,x) £ [t0, tj] x 7^ n
Hence, under Assumption 2, the inequality (3.5) holds for sufficiently small t. Note also 
that Ky(fo,0 ;c) =  0, which implies that, the maximization problem (3.3)—(3.4) has a value 
bounded above by 0. This completes the proof for part 2).
It is obvious that part 2) implies part 1).
For part 3), first fix a 7 < 7*(0). Note that 7 < 7*(0) implies that the GRDE (3.1) 
has at least one conjugate point on the time interval [to,t/]. By Lemma 1 of Appendix A, 
3T £ [to,tj), such that the following GRDE:
Z*  -  AZ* -  Z* A' -  Z *Q Z *  + BB' -  — 1)1)' =  0 Z *(tf ) =  Q71 (3.8)
V
8
admits a symmetric solution Z*(t)  on the time interval [T, tj\ and the matrix Z*(T )  has 
at least one negative eigenvalue. Let T[ be the largest conjugate point of Z(t) ; then, Z(t) 
exists and is equal to Z *(i)~ [ on (7 j,/ /j .
By a standard result on ordinary differential equations, for some small positive scalar <$, 
there exists a solution Z f{ t )  to the following GRDE on the time interval [T, tj\:
Z f  -  AZf-  Z fA !  -  Zf{Q-  SI)Zf +  B B ‘ -  - .D D '  0; Z ? ( t f ) Q /(3 .9 )
7
such that Z f(T )  has at least one negative eigenvalue. It should be noted here that Z f( t )  > 
Z *(t ) on [T, tj\. Define Ts as
Ts := sup{/ E [T,tj] : Z f ( t )  has at. least one nonpositive eigenvalue}
Thus, the following GRDE:
;'zs + A'Zs +  Z5A - Z s( B B ' - \ d D‘ +  6I)Zs +  Q - 6I =  9; Zs(tj) =  Q ,  (3.10)
V
admits a solution Z${t) on the time interval (T$,£/], which is equal to Zg(t)~l , and has a 
conjugate point at T$. Now, substitute x'Zs{t)x for W^(t,x,e) in (3.6). After some straight­
forward algebraic manipulations, we obtain
LHS =  x'(ks + A'Z, + ZSA -  Z.-(BB' -  — DD')ZS + Q)x
7
+e(2x'Zsa -  ■ix'ZABb' -  X;Dd')Zsx
- t x 'Z s(bb' -  \dd')Z sx +  x'Zs(B tb)r{I + er)- '(B '  +  eb')Zsx +  q)
T
— Sx'x -f 8x'ZsZsx +  e{2x'Zsa — 2x'Zs(Bb'----- -Dd!)Zsx
T
-ex 'Z 6(bb' -  \d d ')Z sx + x'Zs{B + eb)r(I +  + tb')Z5x +  q)
72
= x ’Z s d l -  2c(Bb' -  —J)d')  +  t(B + eb)r(I +  er)- '{B '  +  cb')
2 72
—2 e2(bb'----- -dd'))Zsx +  -x'ZsZsx  +  2 ex'¿¿a +  Sx'x +  q
2
>  0 V(i,x) E (Ts,tj] x Tln
where, under Assumption 2, the inequality holds for sufficiently small values of e. Hence, 
the function x'Zs{t)x provides a lower bound for the value function of the soft-constrained 
zero-sum differential game on the interval (Vis,//]. Since the matrix Z${t) has a conjugate 
point at, 7$, it follows that, the value of the game is infinite. Hence, 7 < 7*(e).
Note that the above* implies that litn inf, 0 7*(c) > 7*(0). Coupled with the result of
part 1), this completes the proof of part 3). □
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Remark 1 The statement 3) of the above theorem holds under the condition Qf >  0. In the 
case of Q j is instead just nonnegative definite, the case is much more difficult to show. For 
the special case of time-invariant system, however, validity of statement 3) can be established 
following derivations very similar to those that will be used later to prove statement 3) of 
Theorem 2 in the infinite-horizon case. It can be shown to hold also if the Z(t) > for all 
t < tj. In the most general case, the validity of the statement is not known. o
We now obtain a lower bound on the maximal allowable defined in Theorem 1. Let 
P(t) be the solution to the following Lyapunov equation:
P +  (A' -  Z (BB' - - ^ D D ‘ ))P +  P ( A - ( B B ‘ -  -^D D ')Z ) +  I =  0 -, P(t} ) =  0 (3.11) 
7 7
It is then straightforward to verify that K$ := Z +  6P  satisfies the GRDE:
K f +  (A' -  ZB B ')K S +  I<i(A-  BB'Z) +
72
+Q +  ZBB'Z +  6 1 -  - tPDD'P  = 0; Ks(t,)  =
7
In view of this, the inequality (3.5) is satisfied by x'Ksx if the following scalar inequality 
holds:
6 > |e|(2(|Z| + 6\P\)(M„ + Mb\B\\Z\) + -A\Z\ + 6\P\j2\D\Md +  2 +  Mq)
72
+ j 2M 2(\Z\ +  ¿|P|)2 + ^|P|2|D|2 (3.12)
Hence, we have the following result:
Corollary 1 A lower bound for the maximal allowable value of the quantity e^  used in 
Theorem 1 is
e* =  sup { e > 0 : > 0 such that inequality (3.12) is satisfied }
The infinite-horizon case
For the nominal linear system, i .e ., with t =  0 in the perturbed system, the optimal H°°- 
performance level is 7^,(0) < oo. For 7 > 7^(0), the following GARE:
A'Z +  Z A -  Z(BB' -  —,D D')Z  + Q =  0 (3.13)
72
admits a minimal nonnegative definite solution Z and a control policy that achieves the 
disturbance attenuation level 7 lor the nominal linear system is:
/See (X ) =  - B % x  (3.14)
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Again, the robustness of this controller with respect to the nonlinear perturbations can 
be established by the existence of a nonnegative solution to the following partial differential 
inequality:
V-,t +  VyX((A  -  BB'Z)x +  t(a -  bB'Zx)) +  +  « O K J 2 +  x'Qx
+x'ZB B 'Zx  +  e(q +  x 'ZBrB'Zx)  < 0 (3.15)
We have the following counterpart of Theorem 1, which states again in precise terms the 
relationship between the achievable performances of the nominal and perturbed systems.
Theorem 2 Consider the H°°-optimal control problem formulated in (2.1)-(2.5) with t0 =  
0, tj =  oo (as well as tj —► oo), and. the matrices A, B, D, Q being time-invariant, Qf =  0. 
Let Assumptions 1, 2 and 3a hold. Then,
1. lime_*07 0^(c) =  7^,(0).
2. V7 > 7,^(0), 3 >  0 such that the optimal controller for the nominal linear system,
achieves the performance level 7 for the perturbed system, V|e| < t ,^ and internally 
stabilizes it. Hence, 7 >  7^o(e), V|e| < e
3. V7 < 7^,(0), > 0 such that V|r| < no control policy achieves the performance
level 7 for the perturbed system, and hence. 7 < 7 ^ (e).
Proof We first note the known fact that, under Assumption 3, 7^(0) < 00.
To prove part 2) of this theorem, we fix a 7 > 7^,(0) and seek a solution to inequality 
(3.15) in the form x'Kx, where K  is some nonnegative definite matrix.
By the observability of the pair (A ,Q ), we have Z > 0. By Corollary 7 of Appendix A, 
the matrix A — (BB' — f^DD^Z  is Hurwitz. Now, consider the following GARE:
(. A -  BB'Z)'ZS +  ZS(A-  BB'Z) +  f  Zf DD ZBB'Z  + ¿7 =  0 (3.16)
V
The GARE (3.16) admits a solution Z for S =  0. Let p be the vector form of Zg, po be the 
vector form of Z and view GARE (3.16) as a vector equation y(p,<5) =  0. Then,
§=l(?„,0) =  7 ® F +  F' ® I
where F A — (B B 1 — 47DD')Z  is Hurwitz. Thus, by the Implicit Function Theorem [18], 
we can find a 6 > 0 such that GARE (3.16) admits a positive definite solution Z$. 
Substitute V~,(t,x:e) = x'Zgx into the LIIS of (3.15), to obtain:
LI IS = —hx'.v -f i (2.r/Z,s(n — bB'Zx) H---- -x'ZgDd'Zgx + c— x'Zgdcl'Zgx +  q
V  72
A xZ B rB 'Z x ) <  0, V{t,x) e  [0,oo) x Hn
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which shows, under Assumption 2, that the inequality holds for sufficiently small e. Hence, 
the performance level 7 can be achieved by using the nominal controller (3.14) for the 
perturbed system.
To prove part 3) of the theorem, we use a finite horizon argument. Fix a 7 < 7^,(0). Let 
71 > 7^,(0), and Z^x be the minimal positive definite solution to the GARE:
A'Z^ +  Z ^ A -  (B B 1 — -j D O ')2 „ +  Q =  0
7i
Then, the matrix A — (B B ' — A^DD')Z^X is Hurwitz, by Corollary 7 of Appendix A. By 
Corollary 9 of Appendix A, there exists T\ > 0 such that the GRDE:
Z*yx 4* A'Z ,^ +  Z^XA — Z^X(B B ' ----2 DD,)Z~tx 4* Q — 0; Z^X(T\) =  0
71
admits a nonnegative definite solution /£*,(/) on [0,Ti], and further satisfies Z7l(0) > 0. By 
a standard result on ordinary differential equations, the GRDE:
Z^xs 4* A*Z*yxs 4* ZyxsA — Z~yXs (B B '----- -^DD')Z^xs 4* Q — SI =  0; Z^xs{T\) =  0 (3.17)
7i
admits a solution Z^xs(t) on [0,7\], and Z~,xs(0) > 0, for some S > 0. We note here that 
Z7i > Z^x{t) > Zyxs(t), Vt € [0,Ti).
Substitute W*y(t,x;t) =  .r 'Z y ,^ )#  in inequality (3.6), to obtain
LHS =  6x'x 4* e(2x'Z-yxsa — 2xrZ^xs(Bb'— \rDd')Z^xsx
V
-ex'Z^s(bb '---- \-dd')Z^^x 4- x'Z^s{B  4- tb)r(I 4- er)~l (B' 4- eb')Z^xsx 4* q)
T
> o V(*,ar)G (T«,*/] x n n
where, under Assumption 2, the inequality holds for sufficiently small values of e. Hence, 
the function x'Zlx$(t)x provides a lower bound for the value function of the soft-constrained 
zero-sum differential game with state equation (2.1) and game kernel
r V i
T-yT, = JQ (|.t|q 4- M 2 + c(q{t,x) 4- « 'r(i,a :)«) -  ^\w\2) dt
for sufficiently small t. Note that the preceding argument holds even if the time interval 
[0,7\] is translated to any [t,t 4- 7i].
For the infinite-horizon soft-constrained zero-sum differential game, we have the following 
simple relationships:
inf sup
neM wzHu
U  >
> inf sup 
>ieM wen^
rT
( k l «inf sup { 
>l^M  wenw •L
rT—T\
1'\qo 
■ 4-
+ |t/,|2 4- c(q(t, .r) 4- uV(/, x)u) — ~/2\w\2) dt] 
1 4- c(q(t,x) 4- u'r(t, x)u) — ^2\w\2) dt)
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+ inf sup { f  fla'lo +  |u|2 + e{q +  uru) -  ~il\w\2)d t}}  
wenw Jt-Tx
> inf sup { f  ( \ x \q  + \u\2 +  e(q 4- uru) — ')2\w\2) dt 4- x'(T2)Z~Y1s(0)x(T2)} 
wenw do
where T2 :=  T — 7\, and the last inequality holds for sufficiently small t.
By Lemma 4 of Appendix A, V72 such that 7 < 72 < 7^(0), and a fixed large enough T2, 
the GRDE:
Z + A'Z +  Z A -  Z(BIT -  X,Dry)Z + Q = 0; Z(Ti) = Z~e(o)
72
admits at least one conjugate point in [0,T2). Thus, by part 2) of Theorem 1, we have
inf sup { f  (\x \q  + \u\2 +  e(q +  u'ru) -  i 2\w\2)dt +  x'(T2)Zs(0)x(T2)} =  oc 
wenw do
Hence, part 3) follows.
Part 2) implies that lim sup<_ 0 < 7^,(0), and part 3) implies that lim infe_o 7^>(e) >
7^,(0). Hence, this verifies part 1). □
To obtain a lower bound for the maximal allowable e7 of Theorem 2, let P be the positive 
definite solution to the following Lyapunov equation:
(A1 -  Z(BB‘ -  + D D ’))P + P(A  - (BB‘-  (3.18)
It is then straightforward to verify that :=  Z 4- SP provides a solution to the following 
GARE:
(A' -  ZBB')KS + Rs(A -  BB'Z) + —J<sDD'Ks
7 2
82 -
+Q  4- ZBB'Z + 61 -  — PDD'P = 0
72
In view of this, the inequality (3.15) is satisfied by x'I($x if the following scalar inequality is 
satisfied:
S >  |e|(2(|Z| + 6\P\)(Ma + Mb\B\\Z\) + \(\Z\ + S\P\f\D\Md + Mr\Z\2\B\2 + M„)
V
+ ^ M 2(\Z\ + 6\P\)2 + Sd\P\2\D\2 (3.19)
Hence, we have the following result:
Corollary 2 A lower bound for the maximal allo wable value of the perturbation constant e7 
of Theorem 2 is
e* =  sup{e > 0 : 36 > 0 such that inequality (3.19) is satisfied }
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4 Imperfect State Measurements
In this section, we turn to the study of the imperfect state measurement problem formulated 
in Section 2. Again we first consider the finite-horizon case, and subsequently the infinite- 
horizon problem.
The finite-horizon case
We consider the H °°-optimal control problem formulated by (2.1), (2.7)-(2.9).
When e =  0, this problem has been solved completely (see, for example, Chapter 5 of 
[16]). For a fixed 7, any controller that renders a value 0 for the nominal soft-constrained 
zero-sum differential game also guarantees the disturbance attenuation level 7 for the nominal 
linear system in the //'x sense. For any 7 > 7/(0), the optimal control policy achieving the 
desired performance level is
=  -B ( t ) 'Z ( t )x a (4.1)
xa =  (A — (B B ‘ -  \ D D ' ) Z ) x a + ( /  -  E Z )- lZ C 'N -l (y -  C xa); x „(i0) =  0 (4.2) 
7 7
where Z(t) is the nonnegative definite solution to GRDE (3.1) on the time interval [to.,tf], 
and £ (t) is the positive definite solution to the following GRDE:
t  =  A X +  Z A ' -  Z(C'N~-A Q )E + D'\£ (i0) =  <9o' (4.3)
V
on the time interval [to,tj], which further satisfies the spectral radius condition
72s (< )-*>  Z (0 ; V t 6 [ i0,i /] . (4.4)
For any 7 < 7/(0), either at least one of the GRDE’s (3.1) or (4.3) has a conjugate point in 
the interval [¿0, t/], or the spectral radius condition (4.4) is violated for some t E
In fact, the nominal controller / cannot always achieve the desired performance level 
7 for the perturbed system even if c is taken to be arbitrarily small. To achieve the desired 
performance level 7 > 77(0) for the perturbed system, we introduce the following GRDE to 
replace (4.3) (for reasons that will become clear in the proof of Theorem 3):
± =  a £ +  ± A ' - £ { C ' N - ' C - ^ Q ) ±  + DD'-, £(<o) =  (Qo -  I / / ) '1 (4.5)
V
where 7 > 0 is a scalar parameter. Since Q0 > 0, it is obvious that we can choose 7/ 
sufficiently small such that Qo — 7// > 0 and the GRDE (4.5) admits a positive definite 
solution E(/) on the lime interval [/0, /./], which further satisfies inequality (4.4). Then, the 
control law that will be shown to achieve the performance level 7 for the perturbed system 
for sufficiently small t is
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2/[io.i]) -  — B{t)' Z{t)x (4.6)
i  =  (A ~ ( B B ' -  ^ D D ' ) Z ) i +  (J -  ^ i , Z ) - ' E C 'N - l ( y - C x ) ;  ¿(0) =  0 (4.7)
By applying this controller to system (2.1), and also using it in the soft-constrained game 
kernel, we arrive at the following maximization problem (with respect to w E /HW):
x = ( i -  ^ v z y ' y . c ' N - ' c
-B B 'Z
n z e +
D
w
+  6
a — bB'Zx
( /  -  -> i tZ ) - '± C 'N -{{ c -  nB'Zx)
( /  - ^ z z y ' x c ' N - ' E
d
(I -  ^ t Z ) ~ l t C ' N - l e+  e w
:=  F (t)x e + G(t.)w +  e ( f ( t ,x e) +  g (t ,xe)w); x e(t0) x0
0
(4.8)
L',, =  - 7V ( i 0)' Q o o 
0 0
xe(t0) +  xe(tf y Qs 0o o xe{tf )
+ /VJ t 0 Q 00 ZBB'Z xr — "fw'w  -f e(q -f x'ZBrB'Zx)) dt
:= - K 2^ o Qo^ o +  + f  1 {xe'H(t)xe -  72w'w +  eh(t,xe))J t 0
where xe :=  [x7 x7]7 and
dt
n := A -(BB‘ - \ d D‘)Z - ( I -sy Z /y Z
and Xq := xe(£0). Note that there exist Mj > 0, Mg > 0 and Mh > 02 such that 
| /(/,x e)| < Mf \xe\: \cj(t, xf )| < Ma\
\h.(t, x')\ < Mi, |.r'"|2; G X 7Z
2 n
(4.9)
Now, we are in a position to state the following theorem which establishes the robustness 
of the control policy ¡1} .^
Theorem 3 Consider the H°°-optimal control problem formulated in (2.1), (2.7)-(2.9), un­
der Assumptions 1 and 2. Then,
1. lim(_ 07 /(e) < 7/(0)-
2. V7 > 7j(0). > 0 such that the controller /¿}7 achieves the performance level 7 for
the perturbed system V|c| < e~ , and hence 7 > 7J(e).
!See Appendix B for expressions for these constants.
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3. If, in addition, Qj > 0, then, V7 < 7j(0), 3L, > 0 such that no controller can achieve 
the performance level 7 for the perturbed system V|e| < and hence 7 < 7/(e).
Proof It is well-known that the quantity 7/(0) is finite.
For a fixed 7 > 7]‘(0), we now seek an upper bound for the value function of the maxi­
mization problem (4.8)—(4.9). Note that
Q) <
72S - ’ ( i /)  — Z(tj)  - 72E- \ t , )  +  Z (t,)  
- 7 2S ->(«,) + Z (t /)  J
2S -'(< /)  - 7 2S - '( i / )  +  ^ (i /)  1 A.7
Then,
sup sup L*h (w, a^ o) < sup { —72ze(£0)/QoZe(M  + sup { x e(tf)'Qef xe(tf) 
r0€72n u/6«» x0€lZn w£Hw
+ [  *(xe/H(t)xe — 72w'w -f e/i(f, a:6)) d£}}
Jt0
Now, we first find an upper bound for the maximization of
L«,(w,xe0) := sup {x c{tfYQfjXc{ t f ) +  f , {xe,H(t)xe — ^w 'w  +  eh(t,xe))dt]  (4.10)
I  Lo
For e = 0, this problem admits a maximum Xq'z.(Iq)xq, where x,(t) is the nonnegative definite 
solution to the following GRDE:
E +  F ’E +  E F + ^ E G G ' E + H  =  0; E(tf ) =  Q)
on the interval [to,tj]. It is straightforward to check that
- m  =  [ 7 - 7 2i - , (/) + Z (/) '
^  j [ - 7 2t - ' ( f )  + Z(l) 72E - 1 ( /) — Z(l)
is the solution to the above GRDE. The proof for this is standard and is therefore omitted 
here; interested reader may refer to [14] for a detailed proof in a more general context.
In the case of a nonzero e, we consider the following GRDE:
xls +  F'z*s +  xlsF  +  — xlsGG'xls 4- H +  61 — 0; x.s(t/ )  — Qej-
By a standard (continuity) result on ordinary differential equations, for sufficiently small 
scalar 8 > 0, there exists a solution E,s. Let £*•(/) be partitioned as
- « W  = —<5n(0 —e 12(0—62\{t) —¿22(0
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Note that 3s(t) >  E(i), Vi € [to,t/]; in fact, Es(t) > H(i), Vi € [to,tf), since 61 > 0. Thus, 
H<sii(i) >  72£ _1(i). But Es{f ) converges to E(i) as 6 | 0. Hence, for some sufficiently small 
6 > 0, we have
E m (io) < 72S - l (io) +  i 2rjl =  72Qo
Fixing such a 6 >  0, and using the upper bounding technique introduced, the function 
xe,3 s(t)xe provides an upper bound for the value function of the maximization problem 
described by (4.8) and (4.10) for sufficiently small t. Hence,
sup {x e{t j) ,Q<fXe(tf) +  f  \ x e>H(t)xe — 7 2w'w + ch(t,xe)) dt} <  rrJ'E^/o)^ 
u/gWu, Jto
for sufficiently small e. Then, we have
sup sup < sup { - i 2xe{toyQQXe{to) +  x e0'3s{to)xe0} 
x0€72n wen», x0enn
= sup { - i 2x'0Qox0 +  XoEinf/oJzo} < 0  
x0672n
Hence the soft-constrained zero-sum differential game has an upper value less than or equal 
to 0, which implies that the controller achieves the disturbance attenuation level 7 for 
the perturbed system for sufficiently small e. This proves part 2).
Obviously, part 2) further implies part 1).
For part 3), introduce the following two quantities:
7ic :=  inf{7 > 0 : The GRDE (3.1) admits a positive definite solution on [¿o?^/]-} 
7if :=  inf{7 > 0 : The GRDE (4.3) admits a positive definite solution on [¿o>*/]*}
Obviously, these quantities are less than or equal to 7/(0). There are three possible relation­
ship between 7/(0), 7¡c and 77/:
(a) 7/(0) =  7 /c
(b) 7j(0) =  7 // > 7jc.
(c) 7/(0) > 7ij and 7/(0) > 7 /c
We will show that part 3) holds in all three cases.
Note that the differential game with index 71 has value function that is larger or equal 
to that of the differential game with index 72 if 0 < 71 < 72. Hence, we only need to show 
part 3) for 7 < 7/(0) that is sufficiently close to 7/(0).
In case (a), V7 < 7/(0) implies 7 < 7/c. Then, part 3) follows from part 3) of Theorem
1.
In case (b), let us consider 7 G (7 /07 //)- The GRDE (4.3) has at least one conjugate 
point in [LuJj]. By t he dual result, of Lemma I in Appendix A, 3T E such that the
following GRDE:
t *  +  /TE# +  E# /t +  -  C N ~ lC +  \ q  =  0 E* (t0) = Qo (4.11)
1
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admits a symmetric solution E*(/.) on the time interval [to,T] and the matrix E*(T )  has at 
least one negative eigenvalue.
By a standard result on ordinary differential equations, for some small positive scalar <$i, 
there exists a solution £ ¿¡(0  to the following GRDE on the time interval [to,T]:
iti+A,Zfl+2ttA +Zl(D D '-6J)j:*-C 'N -'C +-^Q -6ll = 0; S£(i0) = Qo(4.12)
such that E^(T) has at least one negative eigenvalue. It should be noted here that E^(tf) > 
E^(i) on [¿0^]- Define Tsx as
Tsx := inf{ Z £ [to, T] : S ^ (/) has at least one nonpositive eigenvalue.}
It is clear that Z{t) > 0 for all t £ [to,tj], since Qj > 0. Hence, the matrix 72 S {* (T Sl) -  
Z(Tsx) has at least one negative eigenvalue. Then, there exists a 82 > 0 such that the 
GRDE (3.10), with 6 =  ¿2, admits a positive definite solution, Zs7(t), on [to,tf] and the 
matrix 72E^(T^,) — Zs7{Tsx) has at least one negative eigenvalue.
The following property must hold for any controller \i\ that achieves a finite H°° perfor­
mance level for the perturbed system when e < 1 /Mr:
/*/(*» y[M ) =  0 y(s ) = 0 V.s € [t0J].
This property will be referred to as zero-control property. The infimum over M i  in (2.9) 
can be replaced by the infimum over controllers in M i  that further satisfy the zero-control 
property.
Define a function IT(£;€) as follows:
J  (W )\ q -  1 2w(t)'w(t)W (£;t)  :=  max
t0<t<T6i Jt0
+eq{t,x{t)))dt -  1 2\x 0\2Qq 
s.t. x =  A.r -f Dw + <\a -f dw); x(L0) = xo 
0 = C x -f- Iz w -f c(c + no); V/. £ [¿o^Tg,],
(4.13)
(4.14)
(4.15)
where the operater before the integral in (4.13) denotes the maximization over all zo, and 
W[t0,T6l] that satisfy the constraint x(T$x) =  £ and y(t) =  0 \/t € [<o>^ 5i] in addition to 
constraints (4.14) and (4.15). Note that (4.14) is the state equation under any controller 
satisfying the zero-control property, and (4.15) is the constaint as y(t) =  0, t0 <  t <  T$x.
Clearly, there exists an to > 0, such that the matrix (E +  te)(E  -f ee)' is positive definite 
for all (t ,x )  £ [to,tf] x V,n and e £ [—e0, eo] under Assumption 2. Take e £ [—e0/2, e0/2]. 
Define
Nc{t,x )  : = [(E + ce)( E + re)']“ 1; 4R/., x; t) (E +  ee)'/V£(/, x).
Let
wm(t,x)  =  -tf(Ca? + tc) +  {D' -  t ^ e D '^ l x ; t £ [¿0, Tsl ],
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and choose Xq such that the solution to the differential equation (4.14) with initial condition 
Xq under the disturbance w*(t,x ) is x*[t), and x*(Tsi ) =  £. 3 It is straightforward to check 
that
-  e^eD') =  0.
Hence, this choices of w* and Xq are admissible for the maximization of (4.13). Then,
T
W (£;e) >  Jt ‘ (M Iq - 7 2wm,wm +  6q ( t , x * ) ) d t - 7 2\x*0\2Qo (4.16)
where x* is generated by the following differential equation:
x" =  (A +  D O 'S l ) x -  + e(a- De'N,(Cx- + -  S^x*); x*(<0) =  *5
Define
W (t,x )  :=  —72:c'S ^ {t)x, t G [to,Tsx]-
Adding the identically zero function W(Tslx£) — W (t0,XQ) — ffQ6x ~  dt onto the RHS of 
(4.16), we arrive at the following inequality, by also utilizing GRDE (4.12):
T
W(t,e)>W{Tti,S) + /  + ^Sx\x'\\* +  eg
J to ¿1 6\
■ (C x ‘  +  tc) -  (De'NteD"Sfix ‘ ) + ■y2tx"'C'N~'(I +  (2e£e' +  e2e e ' )N ~ 'r l(2Ee' 
+eee')/V-1Cx" +  2^(.x"E% Dc'N~'Cx" +  2~i2tx ’ '(T,ft D -  C'S')
• (* c  +  'ieD'E ftx ’ )-  72£i |«c +  '¡>eD'Z,f
Then, there exists > 0 such that VK(£;e) > W(T$X,£) for |e| < t\.
Introduce the following notation:
LTh  :=  /  * (M q + ll'u ~ l 2w'w +  e(q +  u'ru)) dt -  72|z 0|q0
j  to 
rt f
LhT6i :=  /  (M g + u'u -  72w'w +  e{q +  u'ru)) dt +  \x(tf)\2Qj
•'Ts.
Clearly, we have / > =  /J*1 -f L w  . Then,
min max Li~, =  min max min max max
u[‘0.‘ / ]  x° ’wUo.tj) u[‘o.T»,] ttl*i, .*/) z (T^)=Z,w[t ^  it /] x0,u;[t0)T<i]|2/[e0iT5i],x(T(5 i)= i
> min max max
■*/1 x(T6l)=i,W[T6i >t/j xo,tx(t0iT4i]|x(Til )=^,î/(i)=0 to<t<TSl
( l [ ‘ > + L hTtt)
-  u ,? in  , ITw aX +  L h T , t )
U[Ti r tf ) x ( T 6l ) ^ , W [ T 6r tf ]
> max ( W (Ts, , f  ) 4- max min L/vr, )
-  x (T 6x) = C  1 “'[7V ./J  «[T*,.«/] 7 *»'
By the part 3) of Theorem 1 and its proof, there exists t-i > 0 such that
3Such an initial condition Xg can be found as the solution to the reverse differential equation of (4.14) 
with initial state £. Since right-hand-side of (4.14) is sectorly bounded and Lipschitz continuous, the reverse 
differential equation admits a solution on the entire time interval.
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max min L/yn > ^Zs7(T6} )f V e £ [ - e 2,e2]
WlT6i . t j ) u lT6 l .tj J 1
Let e! =  m in{eo,ei,€2}; then, for |e| < e' we have7 1
min max L ,, > max i ' ( - 72£ £ ( r { l) +  = + 0 0
U[‘0.*/l X°*U'l‘0.‘/l *(7ij)=$
Hence, part 3) is established.
In case (c), consider 7 < 7/(0) that is larger than 7/c and 7 //. Let E*(tf) and Z*(t) be 
the positive definite solutions to GRDEs (4.8) and (4.3), respectively, with 7 =  7/(0). Then, 
there exists T £ [¿0^/] and £* € 7£n, £* ^ 0 such that
C'(7/*(0)2S , (T ) -1 -  Z-(T ))C  =  0.
Since E* < E and Z* < Z  for all t £ [¿0, ¿/], we have
r ,(72£(T )-1 -  Z(T))C = C'{Z'(T)Z(T)-1 -  ^(T))i* + C '(72S (r )-1 - 7 2£*(T)-1)i*
+ (7 2 -  7,*(o)2) C 's * ( r ) - r  < 0
This implies that the matrix 72£(7 ’ )~1 — Z(T)  has at least one negative eigenvalue. By 
continuity of E(£) and Z(t), we may assume that T £ (t0,tf). Then, for sufficiently small 
positive scalars ¿1 and <S2, GRDEs (4.12) and (3.10) admits positive definite solutions E^ 
and Zs2 on [to,tj], respectively, and furthermore the matrix 72Efi (T) — Z$2(T) has at least 
one negative eigenvalue. The rest of the proof follows exactly as in case (b) by replacing 
with T . Hence, part 3) holds in case (c).
Hence, part 3) is proven.
This completes the proof of the Theorem. □
Remark 2 The matrices E(t) and E(i) correspond to the worst “covariance” of the error 
in the estimation of the state x. The matrix Qq corresponds to the level of “confidence” of 
the designer on the initial state estimate. Thus, Theorem 3 indicates that: in case of small 
structural uncertainty, one must appear to be somewhat less confident about the initial data, 
for the “nominal" controller to work well on the perturbed system. O
To obtain a lower bound for the maximal allowable of Theorem 3.2), let ©(¿) be the 
solution to the following Lyapunov equation:
Q +  (F' +  4 jEG G ')0 +  Q(F  +  -^G G 'S) +  /  =  0; 0 ( /o) =  0
Then, we have the following result:
Corollary 3 A lower bound for the maximal allowable 17 of Theorem 3.2) is 
e* = stip{e > 0 : 36 > 0 such that inequality (4-17) is satisfied }
where
S >  |i|(2(|S| +  <5|0|)M;  + 4(|H| +  6|0|)2|G|A/, +  A
7
+ ^ A '/2(|5| +  i|0|)2 +  ^|0|2|G|2 (4.17)
o
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The infinite-horizon case
Next, we consider the infinite-horizon case.
When t =  0, for any 7 > 7/00(0), the optimal control policy achieving the desired 
performance level is
/ * / , • ( « — A )  =  - * 2 *  <4 -18)
i  =  ( A -  IBB' -  X ;D D ')Z )x +  (I - i  £Z- Cx)\ x ( -o o )  =  0 (4.19)
* -yA
where Z is the minimal nonnegative definite solution to GARE (3.13), and E is the minimal 
nonnegative definite solution to the following GARE:
A t  +  £ A' -  t (C 'N ~ ‘ C -  - 4 q )£  + DD' =  0 (4.20)
i
which further satisfies the spectral radius condition
72E-1 > Z (4.21)
On the other hand, for any 7 < 7/^(0), either at least one of the GAREs (3.13) and (4.20) 
does not admit a nonnegative definite solution, or the spectral radius condition (4.21) is 
violated.
Unlike the finite-horizon case, we require here that x(t) —► 0 as t —> —00, which says that 
we know the initial condition of the system. Hence, we can expect the “nominal” controller 
Vhoo f°  achieve the desired performance bound for sufficiently small t without any correction 
term as in the finite-horizon case. Applying the control law /¿/7CO to the perturbed differential 
game, we arrive at the following infinite-horizon maximization problem:
x  = * e +
A —B B ’Z
{ I - ± t Z ) - l t C N - lC n
a — bB'Zx
(I -  ^ t Z ) - ' t C ' N ~ ' ( c  -  nB'Zx)
D
w
+ e
:= Fxe 4- Gw 4- e{f{t,,xe) 4- q {t ,xe)w); x e( - o o )  =
( /  -  ± i: z ) - 11: c 'n - 1e
d
( /  -  l s t Z ) - l t C ' N - l e 
0
+  c w
0
(4.22)
‘h
r°°
= I  (■
o
:= /  (.
J —OO
Q 0
0 ZBB'Z
xe,Hxe — 72w'w 4- cìi(t, xe)) dt
xe — 72w'w 4- t{q +  x ZBrB'Zx)) dt
where xe := [a:' £']' and
1
fi := A -  (B B ' -  —rDD')Z -  ( /  - - t Z Y ' t C  N ' x C . 
7 T
(4.23)
Note that there exist M / > 0, Mg > 0 and Mh > 04 such that
[ /(¿ ,z e)| <  Mj\xe\; \g{t,xe)\ < Mg\ 
\h(t,xe)\ < Mh\xe\2: V(t,xe) G (—00,00) x
We now have the following Theorem, which establishes the robustness of the controller
Theorem 4 Consider the H°°-optimal control problem formulated in (2.1), (2.1)-(2.9) with 
tj —► 00 and t0 —> —00, as well as when tj =  00 and t0 =  —00, and A, B, D, C , E, Q being 
time-invariant, and Qj =  0 and Qo =  0, and require that x(t) —> 0 as t —* —00 and t —* 00. 
Lei Assumptions 1, 2, 3a and 3b hold. Then,
1. Iime_o7?co(e) =  7/oo(°)-
2. V7 > 7/00(0). > 0 such that the controller achieves the disturbance attenuation
level 7 for the perturbed system. V|c| < t-y, and internally stabilizes it. Hence, 7 >
7/oo(0, V|e| < ty.
3. V7 < 7/00(0), > 0 such that V|e| < e'^ , no control policy achieves the performance
level 7 for the perturbed system, and hence, 7 < 7/co(e).
Proof We first note the well-known fact that, under the Assumption 3, the quantity 
7joo(°) is finite-
Fix a 7 > 7/00(0); for t =  0, the maximization problem (4.22)-(4.23) admits a value 
function xe'3x t, where E is the minimal nonnegative definite solution to the following GARE:
F’H + E F +  ~E.GC"2 +  H =  0
V
It is straightforward to check that the matrix
72! ] - 1 - 7 2E "1 +  Z ‘
_ —72E-1 +  Z 72E-1 — Z
constitutes a positive definite solution to the above GARE. The proof for this can again be 
found in [14], in a more general context. Thus, the matrix E exists. Furthermore, the matrix 
F  + 77GG'E is Hurwitz by Theorem 7 in [19].
Thus, by the same Implicit Function Theorem argument as in the proof for part 2) of 
Theorem 2, there exists a minimal positive definite solution E5 to the following GARE, for 
some scalar 6 >  0:
F'ES +  ESF +  \=.sGG’%  +  Fl +  SI =  0. (4.24)
72
4See Appendix B for expressions for these constants.
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It is straightforward to show that the smooth function xe,3sxe provides an upper bound for 
the value function of the maximization problem (4.22)—(4.23) for sufficiently small e, which 
implies that the soft-constrained zero-sum differential game has an upper value bounded 
above by 0. This proves part. 2).
For part 3), we first choose a 71 that is larger than 7/00(0). By Lemma 2, there exists a 
sufficiently small 61 > 0 such that the following GARE:
+  X * SlA +  2 * Si(D'-  i , /)2  * s,-  C N - ' C  +  X q  -  V  =  0
7i
admits a positive definite solution ; furthermore, the matrix A +  DD'E * 5l is anti-stable. 
Fix a 7 < 7/oo(0). Define a function VF(£;e) by
/  (M O Iq ~ 72w(t)'w(t) +  eq(t, x(t))) dt (4.25)
s.t. lim x(t) =  0 (4.26)
(4.27)
(4.28)
lT (£ ;e ):=  max
«W(-oo.ojk(0)=i.y(0=0 —oo<i<0 J—00
t—*—00
x — Ax -f Dw -f e{a -f diu)
0 =  Cx  +  Ew -f e (c+  ew) Vf £ (—00,0]
Choose e sufficiently small such that (E  -f ee)(E  -f ee)' is positive definite for all t and x , 
and is uniformly bounded from below. Introduce the matrix functions Nc(t,x )  and ^ (¿,x ;e ) 
as in the finite-horizon case. Let
w*{t,x) =  —4>(C;r + ec) +  [O' -  e4>eD')E*5lx; t € (-00 ,0 ].
It is straightforward to show that wm satisfies the constraint (4.28). Let x* be the solution to 
differential equation (4.27) with terminal condition £*(0) =  £ under the disturbance w*(t,x). 
Then, x m is generated by the following differential equation:
x* =  (A + DD’ Z * Si )x’  +  e(a -  De'Nc(C x* +  ec) -  eDe'Nce D '£ * h x*)-, x '(0 ) =  £
Since the matrix A +D D 'i,*  t is anti-stable and the nonlinear perturbation terms are sectorly 
bounded, the above differential equation is globally asymptotically stable in reverse time for
sufficiently small t. This implies that lim*__ yjX*{t.) =  0. Hence, w* is an admissible choice
for the maximization of (1.25). Then, we have
W (f;e) >  f  {\xm{t)\2Q- 7 2w*{t)'w*(t) +  eq{t,xm(t)))dt
J — CO
> /  (k"(*)lQ -  lW (t ) 'w * ( t )  +  eq(t, x*{t))) dt
Following the derivations in the finite-horizon case, the function fF(£;e) is further lower 
bounded by — 7jf£/Ejf|(S|£ for sufficiently small t. This leads to:
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Introduce the following notation:
rO
:=  / (M q +  u u — 72w'w +  e{q +  u'ru)) dt
J — OO
T
LTh o := f  (M q +  u'u -  72w'w +  e(<7 +  u'ru)) dt
J o
roc
LhT •— J (M q +  u'u — 72w'w -f t{q -f u'ru)) dt
where T  is some large positive scalar to be chosen shortly. Then, for controllers that satisfy 
the zero-control property,
min max =  min max min max max L/7
u(-oo,oo) (^-00,00) u(-oo,0j V( — oo,0j u[0,oo) x(0)=£,U/[0,oo) W'i —oo.O) ll/( -oo.Oj ,x(0)=£
> min max^ m  max
u[o,oo) x(o)=i,iw(0,xj) »"(-oo ,o)k (o)=4 .y(0=o -o o < t< 0
> min max ( -7 ? * (0 )'S!j\s x {0) +  LThQ +  LhT)
u[0,oo) x(0),U/|o
+ LhO +  Li-iT)
The last inequality holds for sufficiently small t.
There exists some sufficiently small 82 > 0 such that, by Corollaries 9 and 7, the GRDE 
(3.17) with 8 =  82 admits a nonnegative definite solution Z11s2(t) on [0,T\], for some large 
enough T\, with the property Z7,$2(0) > 0. Using the lower bounding technique for the 
perfect state measurements case, we have the following inequalities for sufficiently small e:
rT+Tj
max min L[~t > max min / (M o + u>u ~ l 2w'w +  e(q +  u'ru)) dt
tqT,oo) u[T.oo) w[T.<x>) u[T,co) J t  V
> t (T)'Z^,2(0)x (T)
Then,
min max Li~ >  min max max min ( —7?x(0)/EfAa:(0) -j- +  T/vr)
u( —00,00) ^ ( —00,00) U[0,T] r ( 0 ),JX/[oj7’] ^[T.oo) u(T,oo) 1 1
> min max x(0) +  ,0 +
u(0,T] x(0),u/[0>r)
The RHS of the above inequality defines a finite-horizon zero-sum differential game on [0, T] 
under imperfect state measurements. Let the optimal performance level for the finite-horizon 
i/°°-optimal control problem corresponding to this differential game be 7f(e). Then, part 
3) follows from part 3) of Theorem 3, if we can show that 7 < 7^(0) for sufficiently large T. 
Define
If 1 coo inf{7  > 0 : The GARE (3.13) admits a positive definite solution.}
7 / / o o  :=  inf{7 > 0 : The GARE (4.20) admits a positive definite solution.}
For any 72 € (7,7/00(0)), let Zl2 be the minimal positive definite solution to GARE (3.13) 
with 7 = 72 if 72 > 7/coo; and let be the minimal positive definite solution to GARE 
(4.20) with 7 = 72 if 72 > 77/,x.* Introduce the following two GRDEs:
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(4.29)¿ „  =  XZt, +  Zt,A> -  £  (^C'N-  \El, +  £>£>'; S „ (0 ) =
7 7i
and
Z ,, +  / i% , +  Z w/ l - Z i 2(B B '--irD £> ')Z i2  +  <? =  0; Z ^ T )  =  Z ^ fO )  (4.30)
7
When 72 < 7/Coo, by Lemma 4 of Appendix A, the GRDE (4.30) admits at least one conjugate 
point on [0, T] for sufficiently large T, which implies that 72 <  7f(0). When 72 < 77/00, by 
duality, the GRDE (4.29) admits at least one conjugate point on [0, T] for sufficiently large 
T, which again implies that 2^ < 7y(0). When 72 is larger than both 7/coo and 77/00, both 
and E-yj are well defined. Then, it is easy to see that the matrix 7I ^ '721 7^2 has at least one 
negative eigenvalue. By Corollary 9, we have lim^oo Z ^ t )  =  Z72 and limT_oo Ey2(t) =  E72. 
Therefore, for sufficiently large T, the matrix 7|E72(f) ‘ Z72 (¿) has at least one negative
eigenvalue for some t £ [0,T]. Hence, 72 < 7f(0) in this case too. Thus, 7 < 7 j(0 ), and this 
completes the proof of part 3).
Part 1) follows from part 2) and part 3). □
To obtain a lower bound for the maximal allowable e7 of Theorem 4, let 0  be the positive 
definite solution to the following Lyapunov equation:
( F' + X;tGG')Q + 0( F + X-G'S) + / = 0
7 2 y
Then, following the proof of Theorem 4 and applying Corollary 2, we can obtain the following 
result:
C orollary 4 A lower bound for the maximal allowable e7 of Theorem 4 is 
e* =  sup{e > 0 : 38 > 0 such that inequality (4-31) is satisfied }
where
6 >  |i|(2(|E| + S\e\)M, + 4(|H| +  <5|0|)2|G|A/3 +  Mh)
7
+ ^ M 2(|S| +<$|0|)2 + ^|0|2|G|2 (4.31)
o
5 An Extension to Nominal Nonlinear Systems
In this section, we consider the problem when t he “nominal” system is also nonlinear. We 
shall solve the problem for the perfect, state measurement case, in both finite- and infinite- 
horizon formulations. We will characterize the class of disturbances that the controlled 
system can tolerate, while guaranteeing a certain level of performance.
The system under consideration is described by
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(5.1)x =  f ( t ,  x) -f g(t, x)u +  h(t, x)w  +  e{a(t, x) -f b(t, x)u +  d(t, a:)u;)
where we take the initial state to be zero.
The performance index, as the counterpart of (2.3), is
L(u,w) -  lj(x(tj)) +  /  \l(t,x(t))  + \u(t)\2 + e(q(t,x(t))
Jto
-bu(i)V(£, x(£))u(£))) dt
with the various nonlinear terms satisfying the following regularity conditions:
(5.2)
Assum ption 4 The nonlinear vector-valued and matrix-valued functions /(¿ ,:r ), g(t,x), 
/i(2,x), a(£,x), b(t,x), d (t ,x ), l(t,x), q{t,x), r(t ,x )  and l/(x) are piecewise continuous 
in t and locally Lipschitz continuous in .r, and further satisfy:
/ ( / ,  0) =  0: a(/.,0) =  0; r/(/,0) =  0; /(¿,0) =  0; //(0) =  0; * G [t0ttf ]\
q { t , x ) >  0; /(¿,.r) > 0; / / ( )  > 0; V(£,a:) G [to,tj] x 7ln
|r(£,x)| < Mr; V(£,a?) G [¿o^/] x and some Mr > 0
□
The kernel of the associated zero-sum differential game is:
Ly{u,w) =  l f ( x { t j ) ) +  f  \l ( t ,x( t ) )  +  |u(i)|2 -  72M 0 P  + t{q(i,x{t))
■Jto
+ u(t)'r(l, x(t))u(t))) dt (5*3)
Clearly, (see [16]), for any 7 > 0, any controller that attains a value 0 for the soft-constrained 
zero-sum differential game also guarantees the disturbance attenuation level 7 for the H°°- 
optimal control problem.
Now, consider the following partial differential inequality:
Vyt + V ,,( f  + ea) -  ¿|(/ + «-)-'(</ + eb')V;r \]+„  + T_|(h' + ed 'W 'J2
+1 + tq < 0; V^{tf,.r) — lf(x). (5.4)
If V~,(t,x;t) is a solution to it , then, this solution constitutes an upper bound for the value 
function of the soft-constrained zero-sum differential game by a standard “completion of 
squares” argument. Hence, ^(¿0,0; e) =  0 implies that the control policy:
< ,(< ) =  l*-n (t, x(t)) =  - ! ( < /  +  cb 0 K x (5.5)
achieves the performance level 7 for the system.
In view of this, let us introduce the set:
r, := {7 G 7?. : There exists a solution \\(t...r;c) to inequality (5.4),
such that l^(£o,0 ;t) =  0 } (5.6)
and define
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7*(e ):= m fr<  (5.7)
Now, we have the following two facts; we provide a proof for only the second one, as the 
first one is a simple consequence of (5.4).
Fact 1 Let 7 6 f (; then, VY > 7 , we have 7' G r £. o
Fact 2 Let Assumption 4 hold, and take 7 E r t. Then, for sufficiently small e such that 
I 4- er(t, x) > 0,
1. t,0; e) =  0, Vi E [io,i/].
2. Vy(t,x;e) >  0, Vi E [¿0, i/] x 'Rn.
3. VyX( t ,0; e) =  0, Vi E [¿0» /^]•
P ro o f Under Assumption 4, and with w(t) =  0, we have > 0. Then the value function 
for the soft-constrained zero-sum differential game is nonnegative, provided that it exists. 
The function V^(t,x;e) is an upper bound for the value function, and hence 2) follows.
Suppose {g‘ +  eb')V^x(t, 0; e) ^  0 for some t E [io,i/]. Then, by taking w(t) =  0, the 
control law /x*7 leads to a positive value for the game. This contradicts with Uy(io,0;e) =  0, 
and hence (g' +  zb')\"x(t, 0; t) =  0.
Setting x — 0 in the inequality (5.4), we obtain
V-it < 0, Vi E [¿o,i/]
Since //(0) =  0 and V7(io,0;e) = 0, part 1) follows.
Parts 1) and 2) imply part 3), since Ky(i,;r;e) is differentiable. □
Now, set t =  0, and fix a 7 > 7*(0). Let W^(t,x)  be a solution to (5.4) such that 
VKy(io,0) =  0. Then the control law:
u - j t )  =  < ( < , * ( « ) ) = -L x (5.8)9-? 7*
achieves the performance level 7 for the “nominal” system. The corresponding disturbance 
is:
(5.9)
To study the robustness of the controller /**, we apply the control law /i* to the perturbed 
system, to arrive at the following maximization problem with respect to w:
x =  f - \ g g 'W ^  x +  hw + e{a -  ^bg'W'/x + dw) (5.10)
=  ¿ /M * /))  + f \ l A - ^ W ^ xgg'W!y x A-t(qA-^W^xgrg'W!1x) - ^ w w ) d t  (5.11)
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Consider the following partial differential inequality:
w lt  +  w „ ( f  -  ¡ s a ' K *  + P  -  \ w w „ ) )  + + ed')w x^\2
+i +  l-W ^ xgg 'W ^  +  e(q +  -W ^ g r g 'W ^ )  <  0; (5.12)
Any solution to the above inequality is an upper bound for the value function of the maxi­
mization problem. Note that W\ is a solution to (5.12) for e =  0. Hence, it is conceivable 
that the solution to (5.12) is of the form W~,(t,x) =  W1 (t ,x)  +  6Wy(t,x),  for some function 
VKy and sufficiently small scalar 6 > 0. Now, let us make the following assumption:
Assumption 5 There exists a nonnegative definite function A ^(i,x) with A 7(t,0) = 0, 
such that:
(i) the following partial differential inequality:
W ^ +  W ^ ( f - ^ g g ' W ^  +  ^ h h ' W ^ )  +  ^ < 0 - ,  , (5.13)
admits a nonnegative definite solution W^(t,x)  on the time interval [to,tj]; and
(ii) W~,(t,x) satisfies the inequality
W ^ M 'W yr  < A/A-y, V(/,.r) 6 [t0Jj] x 7ln and for some M > 0. (5.14)
□
Remark 3 The function ^ (¿ ,2 :)  provides an upper bound for the value function of the 
following cost:
where x(t) is generated by the state dynamics:
i  = I  -  \gg‘ K r  + ¿ A V I V
Hence, W-,(t,x) > 0 V(t,x)  G [to,If] x 7Zn, since A7 is nonnegative. Set x =  0, and by 
Fact 2, we have kKyi(£,0) < 0. Thus, W-,(t, 0) =  0. o
Now, we invoke the following growth conditions on the perturbation terms: 
Assum ption 6 The perturbation terms a, b. <7, q and r satisfy:
W^rdd'W^. < M A^ 
W\xdd'W'x < M A^  
\W^xh<rW!tx\ < M A7 
I W^ grg'WÜ'J < M A,
-  i f t s 'V K 'J I  <  M A ,  
|H'1x(a -  < M A ,
<  M A ,
q < M  A7
V(i, x) G [¿0, ¿/] X 7£n
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where M  and A 7 were introduced in Assumption 5. □
T heorem  5 Consider the nonlinear H°°-optimal control problem formulated in (5.1)-(5.2) 
under Assumption j. For a fixed 7  >  7 * ( 0), if Assumptions 5 and 6 hold, then there exists 
an c~, > 0 such that the control law //*, defined by (5.8), achieves the disturbance attenuation 
level 7 for the perturbed system for all |e| < e7.
Proof Fix 7 > 7*(0), and follow the discussion that preceded the Theorem. Substitution 
of W^(t,x)  =  W1 ( t ,x)  +  8W~y(t,x) into the LHS of partial differential inequality (5.12), where 
6 > 0 is a free parameter, leads to:
LHS =  Wy, +  Wy tf  -  \ w yxgg'W^x +  f^ W ^ h h 'W '^  +  l +  +
l\JTl 
71-\gg'W ^x +  A ^ h h 'W ^ ))  +  eWyx(a -  \bg'W^x) +  
+ f ^ ( W - , M W ' yx +  SWyxhd'Wyx +  &Wyxhd'Wi,x +  S2Wyxhd'W^x)
4 y
{W^dd'W' +  26Wlx dd'W'x 4* 62W^xdd'W^x)
+e(<7+ -W~fXgrg'W!rx)
£ _
47s
< -<5A7 +  e(l + 6) M A y +  f r M i ,  + +  SM A7 +  iM A ,
e~ , . .  . _ ^, ,  . „0 ., . v 54-62M A 7) ^ ( A / A 7 4- 26M A7 4- 62M A7) 4- e -M A 7
Hence, we can fix a sufficiently small 6 > 0 and find an e7 > 0 such that the above is not 
positive for any |e| < e7.
Then, W^(l,x)  constitutes an upper bound for the value function of the single player 
maximization problem (5.10)—(5.11). Note also that l'Ky(fo?0) =  0, which implies that the 
soft-constrained zero-sum differential game with state dynamics (5.1) and cost function (5.3) 
has a value that is less than or equal to 0. Hence, the controller achieves the disturbance 
attenuation level 7 for the perturbed system for |e| < e7. □
Corollary 5 A lower bound for the maximal allowable e7 of Theorem 5 is 
e* =  sup{e > 0 : 36 > 0 such that the inequality (5.15) is satisfied }
where
6 > €(9/4 +  6 + — {X + 26 +  62)),V1 + + ~ ( M  + 26M +  (5.15)| <y * 4-/“V^47-
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The infinite-horizon case
Now, we turn to the infinite-horizon case of the nonlinear H°°-optimal control problem 
formulated at the beginning of the section. We will take / ,  g, h and / to be time-invariant, 
l/(x) =  0, and let i0 = 0 and tj —* oo, as well as tj =  oo. We will let Assumption 4 hold. 
Then the class of associated soft-constrained zero-sum differential games has the kernel:
/•oo
L^{u,w) =  I (l(x{t)) +  |u(i)|2 - 7 2|u;(i)|2 + e{q{t,x(t))
Jo
+ u(t)'r(t,x(t))u (t))) dt (5.16)
As in the finite-horizon case, we will seek an upper bound, V^(i,x;e), for the value function 
such that V^(0,0; e) =  0, where V^(i, x\ e) is a nonnegative function that satisfies the following 
partial differential inequality on the time interval [0,oo):
K , +  V yA f +  M) -  1|(/ + t r ) - 'W  + tb')V^\]+iT +  T j| (  +  2
~\-l -f* tg ^ 0 (5.17)
Then, the control policy:
“ «00(0 =  ^ 0 0  (t ,x ) =  -^ (g '  +  eb')V^I (5.18)
achieves the performance level 7 for the perturbed system.
Let us introduce the set Ftoo, as the counterpart of (5.6):
r eoo := {7 £ : There exists a nonnegative solution V^(t,x,e) to
inequality (5.17), such that V^(0,0;e) =  0. } (5.19)
and let
7jo(0  :=  inf T£CO (5.20)
Now, we have the following two facts, as counterparts of FI and F2 in the finite-horizon 
case.
Fact 3 Let 7 £ F£00.’ then, V7' > 7. we have 7' £ Fioo. o
Fact 4 Let Assumption \ hold, and 7 £ r £(X). Then, for sufficiently small t such that 
I  -f er(t, x) > 0,
1. VCy(¿, 0 ; e) = 0 , Vi £ [0,oo).
2. Ky(i,2*;e) >  0, Vi £ [0. 00) x 7vn.
3. V;r (i, 0: e) =  0. Vi £ [0,00).
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Now, set e =  0, and fix a 7 > 7^(0). Let W.Y(x) be a solution to (5.17) such that 
VK7(0) =  0. Note that here we assume that W7 is time-invariant since the system is time-
invariant for e =  0. Then the control law:
« ;„ (< )  =  /<;„(*(<)) =  (5-21)
achieves the performance level 7 for the “nominal” system. The corresponding (maximizing) 
disturbance is:
w-(t) = S(x(t)) = — ¡h‘w^x (5.22)
To show the robustness of the controller /i700, we apply it to the perturbed system, to 
arrive at the following maximization problem with respect to w:
i  = f - ^ g g 'W ^  +  hw + e (a -^ b g 'W ^  +  dw) (5.23)
L, =  f ° ( /  + \w-,xgg'W^x + c ( q + -  WyIgrg'Wi<x) -  (5.24)
Jo 4 4
Consider the following partial differential inequality:
+ ivys(f  -  \ j9 'K r  + <(<> -  ¿ V K . ) )  + P '  + « 0 # ? . ! 2
+1 + \w^gg'W i,x + e(? + -W ^ grg 'W ^ ) < 0 (5.25)
Any nonnegative solution to the above inequality provides an upper bound for the value 
function of the maximization problem. We again seek a solution in the form W^(x) =  
W^(x) +  V^K7(x), for some function VV7 and sufficiently small scalar 6 >  0. The following 
assumption is the counterpart of Assumption 5 here:
Assum ption 7 There exists a nonnegative definite function A 7(:r) with A 7(0) = 0, such 
that:
(i) the following partial differential inequality:
+ a 7 < 0
admits a nonnegative solution W~,(x) with kKy(0) =  0; and 
(ii) W-,(x) satisfies the inequality
(5.26)
W^xh t iK *  < A/A7,V.r € Rn and for some M > 0. (5.27)
□
Rem ark 4 The Junction W^(x) provides an upper bound for the value function of the fol­
lowing cost:
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where x (t) is generated by the state dynamics:
i  =  f-  \ a 3 'K *  + ¿ ¡ i hh' K *
Note also that W ^ x) forms a Lyapunov function for the above system if W^(x) and A7(a;) 
are positive on V,n \ {0 }. We also note that Assumption 7 is ensured under the further 
assumption that f  — Igg'W ^A- ^phh'W ^ is globally asymptotically stable (see Appendix C 
for detailed explanations). o
We now assume that the perturbation terms satisfy the following growth conditions:
Assum ption 8 The perturbation terms a, b, d, q and r satisfy:
W ^dd'W ^ < M X  | Wyx(a -  \bg'W^x)\ <  M A ,
W^dd'W ' < M  A 7 | Wyx(a -  \bg'W')\ <  M A 7
|W^xhd'W;x\ <  M A , \Wyxhd'W'x\ < M A ,
IW ^ grg'W ^l < M A 7 q < M X
V(t,x) (E [0, cxd) x TV1
where M  and A7 are from Assumption 7. □
Theorem  6 Consider the. nonlinear H^-optimal control problem formulated in (5.1)-(5.2) 
with f ,  g, h and l time-invariant, l/[x) =  0, and let t0 — 0 and tj —► oo, or simply tj =  oo, 
under Assumption J,. For a fixed 7 > 7^(0), if Assumptions 7 and 8 hold, then, there 
exists an e7 > 0 such that the control law pX> defined in (5.21), achieves the disturbance 
attenuation level 7 for the. perturbed system for all |e| < e7.
P ro o f Fix a 7 > 7^(0), and follow the discussion that preceded the Theorem. By substi­
tuting W^{x) =  VF7(x) -f SW.y(x) into the left hand side of the partial differential inequality 
(5.25), where 8 > 0 is a free parameter, some straightforward algebraic manipulations yield:
LHS =  W y J  - -W ^ g g ’ W ^  + f^ W ^ h h 'W ^  +  I + 8(WyX( f
-  \ W W „ )  + J L w ^ h h 'W !7  x
+ ^ w ^ hd' K x +  8W^xhd,W!fX +  SW ^hd'W ^  +  82W^xhd'W'l x )
Ay
(W ^ dd 'W ^  +  26W^xdd'W!fX + 62Wyxdd'W!rx) 
1
+ e(q +  ~W^xgrg W^T)
82 t
<  - 8  A ,  +  <( 1 +  8 ) M X  +  — M X  +  — 7  (M  X  +  8M X  +  8M X17^  27l
2 5
M X+8l M Ay)  + ^—r(MAy  + 2 8M Ay + 82M Ay)  +  t - M A .
Ay1 4
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Hence, we can fix a sufficiently small 8 > 0 and find an e-y > 0 such that the above is not 
positive for any |e| < e7.
Then, W^(x) constitutes an upper bound for the value function of the maximization 
problem described by (5.23) and (5.24). Note also that fEy(O) =  0, which implies that the 
soft-constrained zero-sum differential game with state dynamics (5.1) and game kernel (5.16) 
has a value that is less than or equal to 0. Hence, the controller achieves the disturbance 
attenuation level 7 for the perturbed system for all \e\ < 6y. □
Corollary 6 A lower bound for the maximal allowable of Theorem 6 is 
e* =  sup{c > 0 : 3<S > 0 such that the inequality (5.28) is satisfied }
where
6 >  e(9/4 +  6 +  - ^ ( 1  +  28 +  S2))M  +  +  26 M  +  S2M ) (5.28)
o
6 Examples
In this section, we present two numerical examples on prototype first order systems to 
illustrate the theoretical results obtained. As indicated in the previous sections, we are 
interested in finding the level of tolerable uncertainties with respect to an H°° controller.
Example 1 Consider the scalar system below, with the given scalar measurement,
X = X + tt + [ 1 0 w -f f (a(/. x) + h(t, x)u + d{t, x )w ) (6.1)
y =  2x +  [ 0 1 ] w + t (c(/ , ;r) + n{t,x)u  + e{t,x)w ) (6.2)
r OO
L^ y =  I (2x2 +
J — CO
u|2 — 7 2 |i o |2 + c{q{t, x) +  u r (t , x)u) dt (6.3)
where the perturbation terms a, 6, d, c, n, e, q and r are chosen to satisfy the conditions of 
Assumption 2 with Ma =  Mb =  Md =  Mc =  Mn =  Me =  Mq =  Mr =  1. First, we compute 
the optimal performance level of the nominal linear system to be:
7/oo(0) =  1-8229
Next, we compute the level of allowable e, which is to be denoted by e*, for different levels 
of 7, which are tabulated in Table 1 (where 6* is the level of 8 chosen for GARE (4.24) that 
leads to e*).
It is important to note that the e* obtained here is not the maximum allowable level 
of uncertainty. However, we observe from Table 1 that the level of allowable uncertainty 
increases very fast as 7 increases, and e* is very small when 7 is close to the optimal value. 
Hence, the larger 7 is, the more robust is the design. o
Table 1: The level of tolerable uncertainties for nominal H°° controller for Example 1
7 1.83 1.9 2 2.5 3
8* 7.9726E -  5 8.7087E -  3 0.041931 0.41813 0.93546
«; 1.9650E -  10 1.8680E - 6 3.1072E — 5 1.0741Æ -  3 3.2281E -  3
Example 2 Consider the following nonlinear system, under perfect state measurements,
x =  x(u — w) +  e(a(t, x) 4- b(t, x)u +  d(<, x)w) (6-4)
L~y — /  (x4 +  \u\2 — 72|^ |2 + e(q{t, x) +  u'r(t, x)u) dt (6.5)
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where a, 6, d, q and r are nonlinear perturbation terms.
For the nominal system (obtained by setting t =  0) the value function for the associated 
soft-constrained zero-sum differential game is
W-y{x) =  ~ ^ = x 2.
Hence, the optimal performance level is 7, ,^(0) =  1.
For each 7 > 1, the H00 controller guaranteeing this performance level for the nominal 
system is given by:
iC o (z ) = 7 ■x
v V  -  1
and the worst-case disturbance is 
1v*Ax) =
7 V 1 2 ~ f
It is easy to check that conditions of Assumption 7 are satisfied by choosing A 7(x) =  2x4, 
which leads to W^(x) =  W^(x). This leads to the following growth conditions to be imposed 
on the perturbation terms:
a (t ,x )I < Ma\x\3; |6(£,.r)| < |d(£,a:)| < Md\x\;
|r(*, x )I < Mr; \q(t,x)\< Mqx'i; V(£, x) 6 [0,00) x 71.
for some nonnegative constants A7a, A//,, Md, Mq and Mr. In this example, we assume that 
these constants are equal to 1.
Now, substitution of Wy(t,x )  = (1+^)1K7(.t ) into the partial differential inequality (5.25), 
yields the following algebraic inequality for 6 and e:
e2( 1 + S)2 + £(2(1 + ¿)2 + 2(1 + S)r J ~t2 -  1 + 2(1 + ¿)7 '2 + 272 -  1)
- 2¿72 +  2<5 +  62 < 0
.'(•1
Table 2: The level of tolerable uncertainties for the nominal H°° controller for Example 2
7 1.01 1.1 1.5 2 3
<5* 0.019864 0.18853 0.82057 1.5031 2.7585
7.3536/? -  5 5.2406/? -  3 0.055989 0.11728 0.20342
Now, we again compute the level of allowable e, to be denoted by e*, for different levels 
of 7, which are tabulated in Table 2 (where 6* is the level of 8 chosen that leads to e*).
If we fix 7 =  2, the H°° controller for the nominal system becomes:
"  ~ ~ v f
and the worst-case disturbance is:
1
2\/3
X
To obtain some simulation results, we assume that the perturbation terms are given by 
a(t,x ) =  rfpfcos (xt); b (t,x ) =  cos (art); d(t,x) =
r(f, ar) =  sin(x); q(t,x) =  x4 sin2(x).
We now compare the response of the nominal system with that of the perturbed system 
under various disturbance inputs. First set e =  0.1; then by Table 2, the nominal controller 
guarantees the disturbance attenuation level of 2 for the perturbed system. We simulate 
the dynamic system for three sets of disturbance inputs: 1) the worst-case disturbance for 
the nominal system, v*\ 2) constant input; 3) exponentially decaying sinusoid. For each 
disturbance input, we present four plots, each one comparing the disturbance input, state 
trajectory, control action, and the game cost incurred, respectively, for the nominal system 
and the perturbed system. Then, we set e =  0.2 and repeat the same procedure.
From Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, we see that the H°° controller performs very well for 
the perturbed system, even for the case ( = 0.2. o
7 Conclusions
This paper has addressed the issue of robustness of //^-controllers to structural perturba­
tions in the system dynamics, measurement equation and the performance index. We have 
considered two types of nominal systems, linear and nonlinear, and for the latter class we 
have assumed the existence of a well-defined state feedback controller achieving a desired
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Figure 1: Input/output signals for Example 2: Worst disturbance */*; e =  0.1 
(a) disturbance input; (b) state trajectory; (c) control input; (d) game cost 
-------- for the nominal system; ----------- for the perturbed system.
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Figure 2: Input/output signals for Example 2: Constant disturbance; t =  0.1 
(a) disturbance input; (b) state trajectory; (c) control input; (d) game cost 
--------for the nominal system; ----------- for the perturbed system.
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Figure 3: Input/output signals for Example 2: Exponentially decaying sinusoidal distur­
bance; e =  0.1
(a) disturbance input; (b) state trajectory; (c) control input; (d) game cost 
--------for the nominal system; -----------for the perturbed system.
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Figure 4: Input/output signals for Example 2: Worst disturbance i/*; t — 0.2 
(a) disturbance input; (b) state trajectory; (c.) control input; (d) game cost 
--------for the nominal system; ----------- for the perturbed system.
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Figure 5: Input/output signals for Example 2: Constant disturbance; e =  0.2 
(a) disturbance input; (b) state trajectory; (c) control input; (d) game cost 
-------- for the nominal system; -----------for the perturbed system.
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Figure 6: Input,/output, signals lor Example 2: Exponentially decaying sinusoidal distur­
bance; e =  0.2
(a) disturbance input; (b) state trajectory; (c) control input; (d) game cost 
--------for the nominal system; -----------for the perturbed system.
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performance level. In both cases we have studied both finite and infinite-horizon problems, 
and have taken the perturbations to be nonlinear and satisfying some growth conditions. 
When the nominal system is linear, we showed that the nominal H°° controller designed 
based on a certain level of disturbance attenuation is robust to small nonlinear structural 
uncertainties, i .e . , the controller guarantees that level of performance for the perturbed sys­
tem when the perturbation parameter is sufficiently small — this being true for the perfect 
and imperfect state measurements cases in the infinite horizon, and only for the perfect state 
measurement case when the horizon is finite. For the remaining case of finite-horizon im­
perfect state measurements problem, we have developed a modified controller design scheme 
that also yields controllers that are robust with respect to small structural uncertainties. The 
design philosophy for such a scheme is that the designer should appear to be less confident 
on the initial data when he is not perfectly certain about the plant model.
For the case of nominally nonlinear systems, and under perfect state measurements, we 
have obtained a set of sufficient conditions for an .//^-controller designed for the original 
nonlinear system to be robust against small structural uncertainties. These conditions lead 
to a characterization of the class of uncertainties that the controller can tolerate, which 
involves the specification of some growth conditions on the uncertainties. The paper has 
also presented two numerical examples, one being linear and the other one nonlinear.
The results obtained in this paper concern the performance robustness of a given H°° 
controller. The controller is chosen to be the central controller for the nominal linear system, 
for each fixed achievable performance level 7, and then the size of the sustainable ball in 
the uncertainty set is determined such that the controller designed for the nominal system 
achieves the desired performance bound robustly. These results do not follow from the 
existing small gain type of results. The existing results on performance robustness [20] [21] 
[22], obtained from the small gain theorem and its variants, require an H°° controller design 
for the nominal system based on some performance level 7 — <$(eo), for some <$(e0) > 0, 
in order to robustly achieve the desired performance level 7 for the perturbed system in 
face of the to- sized ball of uncertainties. This paper shows that the central H°° controller 
designed for the nominal system based on a performance level 7 can robustly achieve the 
same performance level 7 for sufficiently small uncertainties. It is a known fact that a central 
H°° controller, designed based on a desired performance 7 for a linear system, can acturally 
achieve a better performance for the system than 7. A byproduct of the analysis of this 
paper is a lower bound for the difference between the desired performance level and the 
achieved performance level for the central H°° controller.
Robustness (to nonlinear perturbations) is one reason why we have formulated and studied 
the class of problems addressed in this paper. In this interpretation, there is a nominal, 
known system, and one wishes to design a controller that yields good performance for a 
family of systems which are perturbed versions of the original one. Yet another motivation 
for our formulation has been the desire to obtain simpler controllers for complex nonlinear 
systems. In this interpretation the perturbed system could be considered as the complex 
system, and the nominal one is some approximation to it. What has been shown here is 
that, for the class of systems considered, nonlinear systems can be “approximated” well by
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either linear or simpler nonlinear systems.
If the solution to the original problem is viewed as a function of e, then what we have 
obtained is in fact only the zeroth order approximation to the true ( “optimal” ) controller. 
Even though from a robustness point of view this is adequate, from the second view-point 
mentioned above this may not be totally satisfactory, as higher order terms in e (assuming 
knowledge of the true value of e) could lead to improved performance. Here, in fact, it turns 
out that within the framework of our analysis, the higher-order terms (in e) could also be 
derived without much difficulty — we have not done it here in order not to divert attention 
from the “robustness” interpretation of the results.
Other extensions are possible. One future topic (though not a trivial one) would be to 
study the relationship of these results with those obtainable from the regularly perturbed 
stochastic risk-sensitive optimal control problem ([23]) so as to obtain the counterparts of 
the results in [24] for regularly perturbed nonlinear systems. Another extension would be 
to remove the restriction that the nonlinear perturbations necessarily lead to systems that 
are affine in the control and disturbance variables. Yet another extension would be to allow 
for dynamic structural perturbations, which then would require (as one possibility) a study 
of the //^-optim al control of nonlinear singularly perturbed systems, so as to obtain the 
counterparts of the results obtained in [14] [25] in the nonlinear domain. This is a topic 
currently under study.
Appendices
A
In this appendix, we present a number of fundamental robustness results on algebraic and 
differential generalized (game) Riccati equations, which were used in the main body of the 
paper. Some of these results were first derived in the unpublished report [26], which we 
provide here using the set-up of the current application.
We first let 7* denote the quantity 7*(0), 7^ denote the quantity 7^(0), and Z7(t, ¿/; Q /)  
denote the solution Zy(t) to GRDE (3.1), for sake of simplicity and clarity in the presentation 
to follow.
We introduce the following auxiliary optimal control problem:
z =  -A ( t )  -  [ Q3(t) 0 u; z{ti) =  z0
with the cost function:
(A .l)
ft 1
J t 1
0
-D ( t y
W
/  0 
0 72 u ) dt (A.2)
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where t\ £ [to,tf], Q»W ~  Q W ^ 2 an<^  Qif — 0* This optimal control problem admits a 
solution if there exists a solution Qif) to the following GRDE:
Z *{t) -  Z *(t)A (t)' -  A (t)Z *(t) -  Z *(t)Q (t)Z *(t) +  B (t)B (ty
-± D ( t )D ( t y  =  0; Z * (tj)  =  Qij t e  M , ]  1 ' 1
Then, the minimum cost, to be denoted by J^(zo,tutf,Q if), is z'0Z f(ti ,t f ;Q if)z o , and the 
minimizing controller is
=
Q'3Z*(t,t f,Qif ) 
- A D(t)’ z(t) (A.4)
We note here that the GRDE (A.3) is the “inverse” GRDE of (3.1), i .e . , Z f(t ,t f ,Q if )  =  
^ ( M / l Q / ) “ 1, when any one of them exists, provided that Qif =  Q f1. We define the critical 
level of 7 as follows:
7* :=  inf{77 > 0 : V7 > 7', the GRDE (A.3) admits a symmetric solution
on the interval [to,tj] } (A .5)
It is clear that 7* < 7“, if Qtj = .
To bridge the results obtained by studying the “ inverse” GRDE (A .3) and properties for 
the GARE (3.13), we introduce the “ inverse” GARE of (3.13):
- A Z *  -  Z*A' -  Z *Q Z * +  B B ‘ -  ^ D D ' =  0 (A.6)
We will denote the maximal symmetric solution to GARE (A.6) by Z * . Thus, we have 
Z* =  Z~l when any one of them exists and is positive definite. Similar to (A .5), we define 
the following critical level:
7^ := inf{7 ' > 0 : V7 > 7', the GARE (A.6) admits a maximal symmetric
solution Z* } (A .7)
Clearly, the matrix function Z*{t,tf\Q ij) is nondecreasing in 7.
Now we present a lemma which has been used in the proof of Theorem 1.
Lem m a 1 Under Assumption 1, if Qf > 0, take Qif =  Q jl ; then, V7 < 7*, 3T E 
[to,tf) such that the GRDE (A.3) admits a solution, Z * (t,t  j',Qif), on [T, tf] and the matrix 
Z *(T ,tf;Q if) has at least one negative eigenvalue.
Proof Fix a 7, such that 7 < 7*. Fix a 71, such that 7 < 71 < 7*. Then, by the definition 
of 7*, there exists T\ £ [to, if] such that the GRDE (3.1) admits a positive definite solution 
(t ,tf\ Q j) on [T\,t/], but has a. conjugate point at t =  T\. Since Qf > 0, Z * (M ,;  Qf) > 
0 on [T\,tf). Hence, the GRDE (A.3) admits solution Z*(t,tf;Q~Jl) =  Z^(t,tf\ Q f)~l 
on (T\,tf]. Note that 7* < 00, the matrix Z # (t ,t f ]Q jl ) is always bounded from above 
uniformly in t, and Z*(t,tf\Q~fl ) > 0 on {T\,tj\, hence Zf{ [t,tf-,Q~jl) exists on [7\,t/], by 
a standard (continuity) result on differential equations. Again by continuity, we know that 
Z*(Ti,tf,Q ~}1) >  0. Since GRDE (3.1) has a conjugate point at T\, Z*(T\,tf, Q j1) cannot 
be positive definite. Then, 3zq ^ 0 6  R-71 such that z'QZ*i {T\,tf\Q~jl )zQ =  0. Thus, we have
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0 =  z'oZ *(T u tr,Q ] ')z o
where
J^(ZQ,TX,tj,U \ ,Q  ; l )
u11(0 Vi 6 [Ti,tj]
Suppose that — -^D'z(t) =  0 on [T\,tj]. By using this in the expression for J7l, we have 
\z(tr)\2n-\ =  0, and hence z(tj) =  0, which is impossible. This contradiction means that
31 6 [T\,tj\ such that —^ D 'z(t)  0. If Z * ( t ,t f ,Q j l ) exists on p i,£ /] , we have
0 =  J7l (^o, Tij tj, , Q j1) > J«,(zo, T i,tf , u '^ Q j1) > z'0Z #(T i,tf ,Q ] l )z0 
which proves the result with T being T\.
If Z*(t,tf,Q ~jl ) does not exist on [T\,tj], it must go to —oo at some point in [T\,tf) 
since it is always uniformly bounded from above. Then, we can find a T 6 (7\ ,i/), and the 
result is proved. This completes the proof. □
This result is critical for our proof of the upper semi-continuity result. If we know that 7 
chosen is smaller than the nominal 7*, this result tell us that, under small perturbations, the 
GRDE (3.1) will still admit at least one conjugate point in the time interval since
its inverse will have an eigenvalue crossing over the zero point.
Now, we turn to study the property of the solution to the GARE (3.13), as well as the 
solution to the GARE (A.6). We will replace the time-varying parameters A(£), B (t), D(t) 
and Q(t) by their time-invariant counterparts A , B , D and Q in GRDEs (3.1) and (A.3), 
and in the auxiliary optimal control problem. It is clear that the results obtained in Lemma 
1 are readily applicable here.
In the study of the solution to GARE (3.13), we are generally interested also in the 
stability of the matrix A — (B B 1 — ^DD^Z-,. For the GARE (A.6), the stability of the 
matrix —A' — Q Z* is also useful in many problems. The classical paper on the topic [19], 
explores this problem in great detail. But [19] has only proven that the matrix —A' — Q Z f  
is at least boundarily stable when Z f  exists. There are many occasions where we need strict 
stability of the matrix — A' — Q Z f, such as the case of Theorem 2. Next, we present a result 
which provides a complete answer to this question in terms of parameterization on 7.
Lem m a 2 Consider the CARE (A .6), under Assumption 1. V7 > 7^, let 2 *  be the maxi­
mal symmetric solution to (A .6). If the pair (A ,Q ) is observable and either the pair (A ,B ) 
or the pair (A, D) or the pair (A\Q SZ*) is controllable, then, the matrix —A' — Q Z* is 
Hurwitz.
P ro o f First, note that the observability of the pair (A ,Q ) implies the controllability of 
the pair ( - A',Q S). This further implies that the GARE (A.6) admits a nonnegative definite 
solution for 7 =  00. Hence, 7^ < 00. Fix 7 > 7^; since the pair (A ,Q ) is observable, by 
Theorem 5 in [19], the matrix — A' — Q Z* has all its eigenvalues in C~ (with C- , we mean 
the closed left-half plane of the complex plane).
Suppose that the matrix —A! — QZ* is not Hurwitz. Then, 3zq € H71, z0 ^  0, and T > 0 
such that
z = {-A'  -  QZ*)z; *(0) = z0
leads to z(T ) =  zq. It is not difficult to see that Z#(t,T\ Z *) =  Z*  on [0,T]. Thus, we have 
j ; ( z o,0 ,T ,Z # ) = z'qZ*Z q, and the optimal control for the auxiliary problem is
< ( 0  =
Q'az *
1 D'r*
z(t)
The system dynamics associated with this controller is precisely 
z =  ( - A ' -  Q Z *)z ; ^(0) =  zq.
Hence, we have the following:
z’0Z *Z o  =  Jy {zo, 0 ,7 , Z ^ )
T
= zoZ* Zo + f  (\z\bb1 +
J 0
Thus,
[ T (\z \\b , +  2 <
J 0
0 * / ' I 0 ‘
-D ' 2 + 0 -> t
o
1
u* ) dt
0 Jk| / ’ I 0 '
—D' Z +  u y 0 72 .
u*) dt =  0 (A.8)
This leads to two cases: either — dyD 'z(t) =  0 on [0,T], or it is not.
First, we consider the ca.se — djD 'z {t) =  0 on [0, 71]. By using this in (A.8), we obtain
B’z ( t )=  0; Q,Z*z(t)  =0; t€ [0,T]
from which it follows that u* =  0 on [0, T], and, hence, z(t) is generated by the following 
differential equation:
Z — — A !z\ 2(0) =  Zq.
This means that none of the pairs { — A', B'), ( — A ',D r) and ( — A', QSZ *) is observable. This 
contradicts the hypothesis of the Lemma-
Next, we consider the case — djD'z{t) ^  0 for some t £ [0,T]. Let 71 be such that 
llo < 7i < 7- Then, we have the following strict inequality:
0 =  J7(z0, 0 ,71, u*, 0) > 77l (¿0, 0, 7\ u*, 0)
where the first equality is a short-hand notation for (A.8). Note that
j 71(z0,o , r ,u ; ,£ * )  =  4 ^ ^ o  +  «/7 .(-o ,o,r,u*,o)
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This leads to the contradiction:
z'oZfn 20 = (*o, 0 , T, Z * ,) < J71 (*0, 0 , T , Z* x) <
In both cases, we have arrived at a contradiction. Hence, the matrix —A! — Q Z* must 
be Hurwitz. □
Because of the close relationship between the two GAREs (3 .13) and (A.6), we can deduce 
a similar result on the matrix A — (BB' — 4 D^D')Z^, which is summarized in the following 
corollary:
Corollary 7 Consider the GARE (3.13), under Assumption 1, and assume further that 
7^ < oo, and the pair (A, Q) is observable. Then, V7 > 7^, the matrix A —(BB* — ^ D D')Z^  
is Hurwitz.
Proof Fix a 7' > 7^, and V7 > 7', let 27 be the minimal nonnegative definite solution to 
GARE (3 .13). The observability of the pair (A,Q) implies, by Theorem 4.8 of [16], that the 
matrix Z7 > 0 . Hence, GARE (A.6) admits a maximal symmetric solution Z~l. Thus, it 
follows that 7 > 7¿a and the pair (A',QSZ~X) is observable. Then by Lemma 2 , the matrix 
—A' — QZ~l is Hurwitz. Since
A -  (B B' -  - I  DD')Zy =  Z;'(-A Q Z ;')Z 7
it follows that the matrix A — (BB' — ^DD')Z~, is also Hurwitz, and this completes the 
proof. □
As a byproduct of the above corollary, we have the following relationship between the 
two quantities 7^ and 7 ,^:
Corollary 8 Consider the GARE (3.13), under Assumption 1. Assume that the pair (A, Q) 
is observable. Then, 7^ > 7 ^ .
Proof The result is true if 7^ = +00. In case that 7^ < +00, the proof of Corollary 7 
shows that if V7 > 7^, then 7 > 7^. This completes the proof. □
The following lemmas now give results which are in fact stronger than what we would 
need in the proof of Theorem 2 , but they are included here for the sake of completeness and 
since they might be of independent interest.
Lemma 3 Consider GARE (A. 6), and assume validity of the same conditions as in Lemma 2. 
For fixed 7 > 7^, let Z * ( t ,t f ‘,Q if) be the solution to the GRDE (A .6), where Qij >  Z f .  
Then
lim Z *(t,tj',Q if) = Z f  exponentially (A.9 )t j—>00 '
Proof By the time-invariant nature of the problem, we can take tj =  0 and prove, 
equivalently,
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,Umo Z*(t , t , -Q iS) =  Z*
By Lemma 2, the matrix — A' — QZff is Hurwitz. Consider the case Qij > Z. Let A := 
Z * (t,tf ,Q if)  — 2 * .  Subtract (A .6) from (A.3) to arrive at
A +  A ( - A ' -  Q Z *) 4- { - A  -  Z *Q )A -  A Q A  =  0; A(0) > 0
In this equation, set A (—r) =  A 1(t), where r =  — to get
f - A  +  ( - A ' - Q Z * ) &  +  A ( - A - Z * Q ) - Q  =  0\ A(0) > 0; r e [0 ,o o )
Then, we have
A (r) =  e_i4/T(A(0) +  f  t A’ aQeA'js ds )e~A'fT-, Vr < 0
where A f :=  —A —Z fQ . Then, the result follows. When Qij =  Z, the result is trivially true. 
Since the matrix Z * (t ,t f ; Qij) is nondecreasing in (J,/, the result holds also for Qij > Z. □
Now, we state a corollary which relates the solution to the GARE (3.13) to the solution 
of the GRDE (3.1).
Corollary 9 Consider the GARE (3.13), and invoke the same conditions as in Corollary 7. 
For fixed 7, let Z~,(t,tj,Q j) be the nonnegative definite solution to the GRDE (3.1), where 
Qf < Zy. Then
lim Zy(t,tf-,Q j) =  Z-y exponentially (A.10)
Proof If Qj >  0, then Z^(t,tf, Q j)~l exists and is the solution to GRDE (A.3) with 
Qij =  Q j1, and Z ” 1 is the maximal symmetric solution to the GARE (A .6). Thus, Lemma 3 
applies and completes the proof.
For the case Qj >  0, but is not strictly positive definite, Z~,(t,t¡;Q j)  is bounded from 
above by Z\ at all t < tj. and bounded from below by the solution Z-y(t,tj; 0). It is well-
known that limit__K Zy(t. tj;Q) = Z which means that Z7(T, 0) > 0 for some T < tf,
since Z7 > 0. Then, we have that Zy(/, 7’; Zy(7\ tj\0)) converges to Z7 exponentially as 
t —* —00, by the first part of the proof. This completes the proof. □
Lemma 4 Consider the GARE (3.13), under Assumption 1. Assume that the pair (A, Q) is 
observable and 7^ < 00 and either the pair (A, B ) or the pair (A, D ) is controllable. Let Qj 
be a positive definite matrix such that Qj < Zyb for some 76 > 7 Í -  Then, V7 < 7^, 3T > 0, 
such that GRDE (A.3) admits a solution Z * (t ,T ,Q fl) on [0,T], and Z^(0, T; Q f1) has at 
least one negative eigenvalue.
Proof By a reasoning similar to that, used in Corollary 7, we know that 7^6 > 0, hence, 
the lemma makes sense. F ix a 7 < 7^. Now, we can reduce the problem to two cases: either 
7 < 7¿o or 7¿o ^ 7 < 7^ ,1 m view of Corollary 8.
First, we consider the case 7 < 7^. Then, 371, 7 < 71 < 7^, such that GARE (A.6) 
does not admit any symmetric solution. By Theorem 7 in [19], 3z0 £ R n such that
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J * (zo,0 ,oo) =  — oo; subject to lim z(t) =  0
Here, we abuse the notation, and let J* (zo, 0, oo) denote the optimal cost for the infinite- 
horizon version of the auxiliary optimal control problem, where all coefficient matrices are 
substituted by the time-invariant ones from GARE (3.13) except that Qj is set to 0, and 
¿o =  0 and tj =  oo.
Then, it is not difficult to see that 3T\ > 0 such that the GRDE (A.3) admits a solution 
on [0,Ti] and
z'0Z *(Q ,T u Q ]l )z0 =  J ^ z o ^ T u Q j 1) < 0,
which means that Z^(0, T\\ Q j l ) has at least one negative eigenvalue. If Z *(t, 7\;Q ]1) exists 
on [0,Ti], then the result follows. If Z*{t^T\]Q'jl ) does not exist on [0,7\], it must exist 
on [T2,T i], for some 0 < 22 <  2i, and Z#(T2, 7\; Q ]1) has at least one negative eigenvalue, 
since it is always bounded from above by Z*x(t,T\, Let T  =  T\ — T2, and the result
follows.
Next, we consider the case 7^ < 7 < 7^. Thus, we can find a 71 such that 7 < 71 < 7^. 
Then, by Corollary 7, the GARE (A.6) admits a maximal symmetric solution Z *. The 
solution Z*  must not be positive definite, since otherwise the GARE (3.13) would admit a 
minimal positive definite solution Z *~ x, which implies 71 > 7^. Fix a 72 > 7 such that 
72 < 7i- Using Lemma 3, we can deduce that Z* < Z*.
We now claim that Z*,2 has at least one negative eigenvalue. Suppose not; then we have 
> 0. This implies that 3zo 7^  0 such that z'qZ*xzq — 0. For any ¿f > 0, Z *(t,tp ] Z * )  =  
, hence,
Z*
z l71
0 = ZqZ* Zo =  J7l (2:0, 0, ¿F, % ,  z * )
where
< ( 0  =
Q 'J *
—h r y -(/)
This again gives us two cases: either the equality —^ D 'z(t)  =  0 holds on [0,$f], or it does 
not.
Case a): — =  0 on [0, ¿f ]- By using this in the expression for J7l(z0, 0, Z* ),
we have
z(tF)'Z *z (tF) =  0; B'z{t) =  0; Q ,Z *z(t) =  0; i e [ 0 , i F]
which then shows that =  0 on [0, / f]i and, hence, z(t) is generated by the following 
differential equation:
z = -A'z\  z(0) =  z0
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which contradicts the observability of the pair (—A', B') or the pair
Case b): — \D 'z{t) ^ 0 for some t E [0, tp\. Then, we have the following strict inequality:
0 =  J^{zo,0 ,tF, -u*,, Z *) > J-nizo, 0, tF, , Z*  )
Note that
*^ 72( ^0? ^  Jn(zo,Q,iF,u~n,Z * )  ^  *^ 72( ^ ° =  *6^ 5*
which leads to the contradiction:
0 > ZqZ * z 0 >  0
Hence, our claim that Z* has at least one negative eigenvalue is verified. Note that
Q T  > K x =  z *  > z *
By Lemmas 3 and 2, —* Z* as ¿f —♦ 00. Then, 37\ > 0 such that
Z^(0,7\; O j1) has at least one negative eigenvalue. Then, we can find T > 0 such that 
Z *(0 ,T ; Q j1) has at least one negative eigenvalue.
This completes the proof. □
B
In this Appendix, we provide expressions for the constants M /, M5, Mh, Mj, Mg and Af ,^ 
which were introduced in Section 4. The following Fact is needed.
Fact 5 For scalars k\ > 0, k2 and k3 > 0,
h\x\2 +  k2\x\\x\ + k3\x\2 <  ( -  +  \\Jkl +  (kx -  k3)2)(\x\2 +  \x\2)
Proof Note that
1 k212 , K2 I - 12 >\k2\\x\\x\ < ~[kA\x\ +  — \x\ )
where
k4 =  k3 -  ki +  \Jk% +  {ki -  k3)2) 
This completes the proof. □
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Hence, we have
A i ,  =  +  +
A, =  + -Zr'\\C\\N-'\Mcf
A2 =  2MaMb\B\\Z\ + 2-y4(\(-t2t - ' - Z r ' W C W N - ' t f M c M ^ B W  
A3 =  m B\\Z\)2 +  74(|(7aS ~ ‘ ~  Z)-^\\C\\N-l \Mn\B\\Z\f 
M„ =  v/M j +  74(|(72S - 1 -Z)->||C||iV->|Me)2 
Mk =  max{M, , M,.|B|2|Z|2}
M / =  J h ± k  +  ^ + (  A , - A 3)’
At =  M 2 +  74(|(72S - 1 -Z J -'IIC H A f-'IM ,)2
A2 =  2M aA/i,|B||Z| +  27‘i (|(72S ' 1 -  Z )_ l||C||yV_1|)2A/cAin|B|Z|
A3 =  (M„|B||Z1)2 +  74(](72S - 1 - Z ) - 1||C|liV-1|Mn|Bl|Z|)2 
Mg =  ^ A /] +  7', (|(72S - |- ^ ) - 1| | q i^ -1|Aie)2 
Mk =  max{M, , Mr|B|2|Z|2}
c
In this Appendix, we show that, in the infinite horizon case, Assumption 7 can be satisfied 
if the system
i  =  f -  +  2\ fhh'w '-,* ■= x (x ) (C.1)
is globally asymptotically stable.
We first recall the definitions of class /C and class /Coo functions ([27], pp. 167):
Definition 1 A continuous function a : [0,a) —► [0,oo) is said to belong to class JC if it 
is strictly increasing and a(0) =  0. It is further said to belong to class /Coo if cl =  oo and 
a(r) —► oo as r —> oo.
Assume that system (C .l) is globally asymptotically stable, i .e . , there exists a continu­
ously differentiable function V : 7Zn —> [0,oo) that satisfies:
<*i(\x\) < V(x) < a2(|a:|)
VtX{x) := “ £(*) < —Qr3(|a:|)
for all x E V,n and some class /C00 functions a\ and a2 and a class /C function <23.
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Define a class K function a(s) by:
a s(s) :=  m in{l, min < * 3 (M )
(*: a2 1 (^ )<l^ i<arj '(s)}
a(s) =  [  as(cr)dcr 
Jo
for all s 6 [0,oo). Note that a3 is always positive on (0,oo).
Let W^{x) :=  a (V (x )) and := a a(Vr(x))^(a:). It is easy to see that (5.26) is then 
satisfied with equality. Also,
■^7 _  _______ £_______ > ______^ (l^ l)_____>> -i
W ^ h h 'W ^  ~  as(V(x))Vxhh'Vi ~  as(V{x))Vxhh'Vi ~
Thus, (5.27) is satisfied with M — 1. Hence, Assumption 7 is satisfied.
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